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P R E F A C E -------

The present study is an attempt to study the problems 

. faced by a refugee community in an alien social environment 

especially the problems of adjustment and assimilation in the 

socio-cultural milieu of the host country. It is a case study 

of Tibetan refugees in India. At1 attempt has also been made 

to compare the Tibetan refugees with other refugee communities 

in India, viz. the Panjabi and Bengali refugees. 

In this study, my endeavour was to verify whether the 

adaptation of the refugees in the social and cultural milieu 

of the host country is an on goiijg process or an once-for-all 

process. Tbe hypothesis has been tested with reference to 

Tibetan refugees in India and the results accrued confirms that 

the adaptation is a continuous process rather than a one step 

process. 

A pertinent question might be asked as to the selection 

of the problem. In ay opinion, the refugee problem being one of 

the major problem faced by most of the countries has drawn little 

attention of social scientists. Thus, in order to explore various 

dimensions of the problems_, venturing into such an area did not seem 

to be a futile exercise. 



I faced various problems in collecting data and tapping 

other sources. There ia an acute paucity of literature on the 

topic. Secondly, the government officials reluctance to let 

me have an access to the classified material further added to 

the problem, since the section (Tibetan refugees) considered as a 

secret and sensitive issue by Ministry of Rehabilitation and hence 

did not encourage investigation of the problem. EVen the information 

that was available from the Ministry, especially statistics 

regarding th~ number of refugees, the expenditure on each 

refugee camp and the like did not always conform with inf'ormatioa 

available from other sources. 

It should be emphasised here that this study is 

exploratory in nature. This is to ba regarded as a preliminary 

effort to full fledged research which I propose to undertake 

for my Ph·D work subsequently. 



IN human history, wars, natural calamities, 

religious and political persecutions have been creating 

continually a class of displaced persons who are uprooted from 

their native abodes. This class of displaced and uprooted persons 

are referred to as refugees. 

The presence of refugees creates several problems in 

the social, cultural, political and economic spheres of both the 

hosts and the refugees. The magnitude of these issues has increased 

considerably during the 20th century. This is partly due to the 

enormous increase in the refugee streams witnessed during this 

period. The division of E)lrope duri. ng the second world war forced 

thousands of persons to leave &heir homes in PQland and East Germany 

and to seek refuge in West Europe. The creation of Israel produced 

a number of Arab refugee camps and the events in mainland China, 

Cuba and parts of Africa (Nigeria) have created several mammoth 

refugee streams. In this regara, India since Independence has perhaps 



witnessed the world's largest refugee influx from East Pakistan 

(no·•'~ Bangla Desh), West Pakistan and Tibet. 

This enormous increase in the influex of refugees puts 

considerable,burden on the host society especially if it is itself 

an •underdeveloped • country il;ike India not having the requisite 

resources to feed its own people. Not only does it create economic 

problems for the host society, but it also poses a host of 

political problems for the host society. 

The mere act of hosting refugees may also generate tensions 

in the international political relations of the host country. 

Even the assistance that the host country may receive may depend 

on its political posture. Internally also, a new class of refugees 

receiving assistance and favoured treatment of the local government 

and various international agencies may often lead to unrest from 

within. Apart from generating such political tensions both 

nationally and internationally, the extent of adaptation of the 

refugees to the host society and vice-versa may affect the social 

structure of the host society itself. Hence it is essential for 
• 

social scientists to study the refugee problem in all its 

dimensions. 

Yet, inspi te of tiE importance of the problem, very 

few studies exist on the refugees. Most of these studies have 

been in the field of psychology and social-psychology emphasising 



on issues such as nostalgia, depression and invulnerability of 

the refugees. The sociolozical literature in the field however 

remain. scanty. Renee in this dissertation an attempt is made 

first to review the sociological literature that is available 

on the refugees and next to develop a framework to study ~betan 

refugees in India from a sociological perspective~ 

The term refugee has been subject to various 

interpretations by social scientists and experts in International 

law. Accordi~ to Sir Simpson1 , "a refugee is one who finds 

himself deprived of legal action, mutual support, the access to 

employment, and the measure of freedom of movement <ihich happier 

mortals take as a matter of course. In an ordered world this legal 

protection and mutual support constituting what might be called 

social security is enjoyed by the nationals of a sovereign state. 

Security is extended to them, not only at home, but when they move 

around the world in other countries. The refugee, unless special 

means are taken for his protection, has no such security but exists 

in any ccuntry on sufferance. His defencelessness lies in his 

inability to demand the protection of any state. FOr all practical 

purposes he is outlawed by his country of origin; in his country 

of refuge, he has a measure ordinary legal protection in any 

1. A/3 cited in vernant Jacques: The Refugees in the Post-war 
'i'iorld (George Allen and Unwin Ltd. London; 1953) PP• 4-5 
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decentlygoverned state. Above all, l:e has no claim such as the 

right to continued residence, and he is liable to expulsion if his 

presence for any reason is no longer desired. The essential quality 

of a refugee therefore may be said to be that he has left his 

country of regular residence, of which he may or may not be national 

as a result of political events in that country which rendered 

his continual,residence impossible or intolerable , and has taken 

refuge in another country, or if already absent from his home, is 

unv1illing to return -ilri thout dangers to life and liberty". 

Regarding the definition of refugees in international 

law; two conditions must exist2 : 

(i) 

(ii) 

~ 

Persons or categories of persons qualifying for 
refugee status must have left the territory of the state 
of which they were nationals. 

The events which are the root cause of a man's becoming 
a refugee derive from the relations between the state and 
its nations that is victims of natural disasters are 
excluded. 

Keller3 described three main types of refugees such as: 

(i) Those who have become refugees due to economic causes; 

(ii) Those who became refugees due to war, and those 

(iii) who owe their refugee status to political, religious or 
ethnic reasons. 

2. Saxena, R.N. ttRefugees (ASia Publishin~; House, New D3lhi, 1961) 
PP• 2-3. 

3. stephen L. Keller: !! rootin ani SOcial Chan : The Role of 
Refugees in D3velopment, l1anohar Book Service, Delhi, 1975 pp. 5-1 ( 



The first category of persons involves those men whose 

moves are voluntary and the cause of displacement can be 

5 

described as positive ·motivation or a desire for economic betterment. 

The actual travel is felt to be more of an adventure than an escape. 

Since in most of the cases, deatp. is not the alternative to migration 

and violence does not attend it, tl:ese people suffer little or no 

psychic damage. 

The second category, 1 1-rar refugees• includes those 

made homeless by war and vlho have not yet been resettled, the 

displacement sometimes voluntary, sometimes not is negatively 

motivated. It becomes necessary to flee if one's safety ·is to be 

guaranteed. Since these~type of refugees in most of the cases 

returned to their_homelands, it becomes difficult to characterize 

them as refugees, but in some other cases, in which they cann~ 

return to their homeland, they are usually known as war evacuees. 

The third category of refugees, is a relatively new one: 

Those people who as the result of a new government or new policies 

find themselves threatned in a hostile environment and secondly 

because of communi ty•s ethics and religious world-vievT is out of 

harmony with a new governing majority or thirdly because of certain 

political beliefs, ••hich is not in consonance with the new government's 

policies are forced to flee their native land for the purpose 

of security. 



These three types of refugees is a broad classification 

and in any nation there may be more than one type: e.g. Korea has 

both the second and j;bird types, Australia has the first and third, 

Holland and Israel have all three and in India we also have second 

and third type of refugees such as Tibetans, Panjabis and Bengalis 

etc. FUrther, even among one refugee group, depending on their 

migration and time of departure different types can be found. 

Recently there has been a resurgence of the second type, the war 

evacuee of external variety i.e. traditional people who, because 

of enemy occupation of their terri tory are forced to flee to more 

or less inhospitable or unsympathetic areas e.g. the Nigerian Civil 

war had the effect of forcing many into a precarious life in the 

jungle, and the Chinese occupation of Tibet has sent thousands of 

Tibetans into the hilly regions of India. 

In these definitions of refugees, we noticed that all 

of them regard refugees to be nationals who have migrated 

to another country. While this could be accepted, it should be 

emphasised that Keller's category of economic migrants does not 

fit in with other definitions of refugees which regard the refugee 

as an involuntary migrant, who cannot return to his country and 

enjoy the same citizenship status as those of other nationals. 

TO accept Keller's categorisation of an economic migrant as refugees 

would lead us to categorise Indian migrants to the middle east 

countries in search of job opportunities also as refugees. Therefore, 
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a refugee for our purposes is regarded as a person who has been 

compE!lled to abdicate his motherland due to loss of political 

status or due to hostile environment created by the emergence 

of new religious or political groups. 

This definition is also in conformity rli th Indian 

government's approach to the refugee problem. The Indian 

government does not treat these refugees as foreigners and gives 

them full citizenship rights if they so desire. This definition 

comes close to the third category of refugees as defined by Keller. 

India, has absorbed three diverse refugee streams in its 

short hist&ry since independence. The partition of the·country 

in 1947 led to an exodus of 8,500~000 refugees from East and 

West Pakistan. Of these, 50,00,000 were from West Pakistan in the 

period 1947-'48 and 35,00,000 refugees from East Pakistan in the 

period 1950-51 4 • According to the census 1951, the total number 

of displaced persons in India in 1951 was 74,79,278. Thes.e figures, 

it is believed, understate the refugee inflow. In addition, the 

Chinese occupation of Tibet in 1959 also led to the inflow of 

additional 50,000 refugees led by the Dalai Lama since 1959. It 

is to be borne in mind that all these refugees lost their homeland 

and were catapulated into an uncertain world. Murphy5 cautions 

that the refugees in India were unlike those from ».trope to 

4. Vernant, Jacques: op-cit. PP• 745 
5. Murphy Gardner: In the Minds of Men: The study of Human 

Behaviour and Social TEnsions in India (Basic Books Inc. 
Pub. New York, 1955) PP• 166-167. 
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American shores or EUropean jews to Israel, people endowed 

with a great hope for a new life or people fulfilling an ancestral 

destiny of a religious community. The refugees in India were 

"more struggling sufferers trying to pull together the fragments 

of a lost life but unable to do 6 so" • 

Unfortunately, veiy few studies exist of these refugee 

communi ties in India. it> be precise there are three major studies 

one each for the three refugee communi ties in India. 

and 

Of these, two vizy_,Pakrasi'1 study af the Bengali refugees 

8 Palakshappa's study of Tibetan refugees ha~ been conducted 

from the sociological point of view. The third study conducted 

by Keller9 on the Panjabi refugees in India has been done from 

the psychological point of view. 

Pakrasi's study was conducted keeping in view with the 

following objectives: 

".;) ~ How the displaced persons behaved to remain together 
in family level by inner kin bonds and in doing so, what 
structural modifications they had to accept within family 
units in post-migrational living ? 

ii) How far caste influence caused differentiations among 
the refugee migrants in their propensity for building 
up a new after migration disorganised kinship organisations 
on family level in West Bengal 1 

iii) How the displaced families originating from different 
occupation classes (agriculture and non-agriculture behaved 
in reorganising disrupted families in West Bengal ?" lo-a 

6. Ibid. PP• 167-168 
7• Pakrasi B. Kanti: The Uprooted: A sociological Study of the 

Refu~ees of West Bengal, India, calcutta, India, 1971 

8. Palakshappa T·C· Tibetans in India: A Case study of Mundgod Tibetaru 
Sterling Publishers Pvt. Ltd. New Delhi, 1978 

9. Keller: op.cit. 
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In other words, Pakrasi was interested in studying hOioJ the 

traditional caste and kin bonds of refugees were affected by the 

trauma of partition and forced migration. His study also focused 

on the extent to IIJhic h the refugee's occupational background 

supported them in reci'rganising,their post migrational family life in 

West Bengal. Pakrasi. used the field data collected immediately 

after the partition in 1948 by the Indian statistical Institute, Calcutt< 

His analysis of rJest Bengal data led him to the following 

conclusions: 

i) The refugees with the occupational background of trade, 
business and commerce, bureaucratic and non-bureaucratic 
professions reacted '~ore quickly and vividly in taking far 
reaching decisions in favour of migration. 

ii) Those refugees whose occupational background was agriculture 
quickly settled down in rural habitats in consonance with thei 

occupational background. However, a sizeable minority of them 
went to the cities of Calcutta and Howarah had proved to be a 
problem group there as they could not adjust themselves to 
miscellaneous non-agricultural avocations. 

iii) The class of refugees who belonged to the occupational 
background of the trade and commerce mainly congregated in 
the cities in search of jobs. Those who belonged to the 
bureaucratic and other services preferred to migrate to the 
to;Ins in i'lest Bengal. 1 0-b 

Pakrasi's study also reveal that crisis of partition and 

uprootmen t did not disrupt the institution of joint farrlil~y;. This 

he attributes to the persistence of the cultural norm related to tm 

Hindu way of life and the strength of the caste system. Thus 

Pakrasi 1 s study highlights the importance of Hindu CUlture and Hindu 

~;ay of life in explaining the minimal disruption of family life among 

~ 
refugees. He further stress( that unlike in the case of other social 

structures which are disrupted by crisis to individuate the human 

10.b. Ibid. PP• 116-117 
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beings, the crisis of parti.. tio:n. in Bengal maintained the 

existing social structure based on joint family and caste. 1~s 

culturological explanation of Pakrasi 1 s
7
however

7
does not take 

into account the more important and interesting issues namely 

success of refugees in adapting themselves to the new circumstancel0• 

On? the basis of a revie-.-l of several studies quoted 

in Pakrasi's book itself11 it is apparent that those refugees 

who migrated to the cities of west Bengal found it extremely 

difficult to adjust themselves wbereas those who settled down to 

agriculture in rural areas found it least difficult to rehabilitate 

themselves. If we match this fact to Pakrasi 1 s analysis of occupational 

background of the migrants settled in the rural and urban areas, it 

becomes evident that tt.e problem of adjustment was most acute in the 

case of refugees with tbe background of trade and commerce and 

minority of agriculturists to settle in cities of West Bengal. 

Pakrasi is of the view· that since a sizeable portion of displaced 

families continued to regard themselves even after 14 years of 

partition (at the time of study) as refugees they have not been able to 

•assimilate themselves' into tre mainstream of Bengali life. He seeks 

an explanation for this in social psychological factors, but 

1 O. Pakrasi B. Kanti: The Uprooted: A Sociological Study of the 
Refugees of West Bengal,/ India, Calcutta, India, 1971, pp. 115-20. 

11. Ibid. PP• 127-28. 
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he does not elaborate on this. While Pakrasi recognises that 

this lack of assimilation has something to do 1-1i th governmental 

financial support to refugees, he regards the refugee problem 

~s not an economic problem but a social psychological problem. 

Iviany observers of tre refugee scene in India have 

commented on the lack of adjustment and assimilation of Bengali 

refugees as compared to that of tre Panjabi refugees, although 

both the refugee communi ties were mainly settled in states which 

tiere contiguous to the states from which they migrated. The Panjabi 

refugees were quick to adapt themselves and succeeded in agriculture, 

trade, commerce, and industries. The Bengali refugees, however, 

did not show this dynamism. There are several explanations offered. 

According to u. Bhaskar Rao12 , uthe East Bengali refugees r1ere mainly 

agriculturists, the pressure on agricultural land in West Bengal 

had already reached such proportions that the resources one could 

mobilize for the relief of immigrants were negligible. The displaced 

persons in the ~~est revealed a praisworthy mobility; they were ready 

to spread themselves out over the whole country, as it was not so 

>'lith the refugees from E:Lst Pakistan. They were reluctant to move 

beyond West Bengal, Assam and T.ripura, ~here they were largely 

concentrated. West Bengal naturally, had to afford asylum to by far the 
)') 

largest number, a burden for which it ~r.as ill-equipped. 

12. Rao Bhaskar u. "The story of Rehabilitation: Rehabilitation 
in the Eastern Wing (¥dnistry of Labour, Employment and 
Rehabilitation) GOvt. of India, Delhi-1967) PP• 141-142. 
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Thus, while Pakrasi suggests that only/refugees who 
1'\. 

con~erged to the cities of West Bengal posed a problem in 

rehabilitation' Bhaskar Rao goes on to point out that because 

of the non-availability of land, even those Bengali refugees who 

were settled in agriculture proved to be a problem. While this 

statement of Bhaskar Ra:> is broadly true, it is interesting to 

study the problem of those Bengali refugees who were settled 

outside the state of West Bengal.- The newspaper reports of the 

M~~~--~mp located near Raipur in M.P and of Dandakaranya project 

in Orissa also indicate the lack of adaptation of the Bengali 

refugees. The Mana Camp according to Indian Express13consists of 

65,000 to 70,000 refugees who crossed over into India in the 

early 1960 1 s from East Pakistan. These refugees have been 

deserting the camp in the hope of reaching Sunderbans of West 

Bengal where they fee~they could be resettled in an environment 

which is familiar to the one they left behind. According to this 

newspaper Beport, the refugees miss the soil rich, rainfed, verdant 

environment of the •sonar Bangla'. In addition, this report 

attributes the failures in adapting to the conditions in Mana Camp, 
(, ") 

to the habitual laziness of the refugees bred by the fertile soil 

and fish laden ;-raters of tha r 'ccnar Ban5la'. Other newspaper 

reports on f.iana Camp lvhile commenting on the lati charge and police 

action upon the refugees refer to the step-motherly attitude of the 

~3. Indian EXpress, 20th June, 1975 
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central and the concerned state governments regarding these refugees. 

According to th3 editorials in the Statesman14 the trouble in 

the r•1ana Camp was the result of accumulated indignation of 

5.2 million people of .d!ast Pakistan. These editorials, speak of 

the discriminatory attitude of tbe central government towards 

Bengali refugees vis-a-vis Panjabi refugees. vndle the total 

expenditure on Panjabi refugees reported to have been 456 crores 

it was argued that only Rs.85 crores were spent on the Bengali 

refugees. Not only this, the Centre according to the editorials 

disowned the responsibility 14 years ago with a final grant of 

Rs. 220 million• twen, this amount v;as not properly spent. The 

ameliorative measures such as School facilities, lov1 interest bearing 

loans and tax concessions to industrialists who employ refugees 

ii'ere piecemeal and tentative leading to horrors of Mana refugees 

camp. scortched earth, blazing canvas, endemic dysentry and no 

medicines to be had vTi thin miles speak of the rigours of existence 

of refugees in inhospitable tracts. 

Another major effort to resettle Bengali refugees is the 

famous Dandakarnaya Project, where the forest area straddling 

two states namely M.P. and Oriss~as cleared in 1958. According 

to a report in Patriot15the project authority took up 37,000 

displaced families of which 80,000 families consisting of 90,000 

~4. The Statesman , Editorials of 11th, 14th Septemoer, 1974 

15. Patriot, 11th August, 1977 



members were settled in 325 villages set up in this area. The 

Statesman report of 22nd October, 1977 points out that these 

settler's villages resemble a typically backward Indian village, 

complete vli th money-lenders, opportunists, and politicians i'fho 

thrive on the misery and ignorance of common man. The settlers, 

the report says, have been reduced to an alien community viewing 

everything and everyone with distrust and pessimism. Land 

and money v1ere distributed, dams ani highways built and priorities 

were determined arbitrarily and policies changed with persons leading 

to protest, agitations, police actions and political sloganeering. 

It is alleged that the members of exten·sion staff v1ere mostly 

drawn from u.p. who had no idea as to how to tackle the problems 

peculiar to the latirite terrain with uncertain rainfall. FUrther, 

· .. another report in Statesman published on 20th May, 197516 points 

out that the refugees were t:t:e victims of political intrigues 
• 

between the centre and state governments. The central government 

points· out that the state government views the refugee problem 

in terms of its leverage against tre central government. The 

central government charge is that the s~ccessive state administrations 

misused tho funds allotted to the refugees, abused contracts for 

camp amenities and obliged influential political supporters under 

16. The Statesman; 20th JIIay, 1975 
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the pretext of land for redistribution, and regarded the 

refugee camp as a reservoir of· willing manpower for election 

duties. The project officials on tr~ other hand complain·against 

the lethargy of the refugee themselves leading to a lack of 

success of these resettlement projects. 

Recently, ue have ifi tnessed a massive exodus of Bengali 

refugees from Dandakaranya to the Sundarban areas. Inspi te of 

having been settled in Dandakaranya for more than 15 years, the 

Bengali refugees have not been able to gro>v roots in their new 

homeland. There are various reasons to be accounted for tl'..i s 

massive desertion from the Dandakaranya. 

< -The obvious reasons cc.¥-e ·: the rocky terrain,)poor 

irrigation facilities, poor productivity along with the politics 

by vested .interests at the expense of tm poor refugees. FUrther 

the hostility be tween the local triba.ls and the refugees have 

contributed also to aggravate the situation. With the completion 

of Pteru dam project in Halkangiri zone for irrigation purposes, 

there has been a consistent effort to deprive the refugees of this 

potentially rich land by some vested interests. In other words, 

the extremely hard work the settlers had put in clearing and 

reclaiming land in this zone vihich was due to be re1;-1arded in 1978 

has been systematically sabotaged by the vested interests
17

• 

17. 11 sho "'r the Moon and Pick the Pocket 11 , Bdi to rial Comment an 
Refugees, Economic and Political \'leekly, Vol. XIII, N"o.14, 
l!J?ril 8, 1978, P• 594. 



The exodus is not quite spontaneous. DDA (Dandakaranya 

Development Au tho ri w) which v1as established in 1958 

have been able to resettle 20,101 families on agriculture and 

1,168 on other related jobs. X·loreover, 1 ,202 local Adivasi 

families also have been absorbed in rehabilitation project. 

But more than 50,000 refugees have left Dandakaranya in the 

past few months,all for the vaguely defined heaven of Sunderbans18 • 

The 

refugees 

accumulated indignation over the years of Bengali 
("\ 

and the feeling of deser<tion has got deeper roots in v 

step-motherly attitude of the central and state governments. 

A cursory glance ctxk::· tl'e amount of money spent in terms of rehabili tatio~ 

and compensation to Bengali refugees against their counterparts 

( vles t Pakistani refugees) •wuld present a clear picture and :Tould 

reveal the·reasons for tl~ miserable plight of Bengali refugees. 

The amount of property with vrhi ch the ·~·lest Pakistani refugees 

have been compensated are as follows: 70 lakh acres of land, 

nearly 7 lakh village houses, 302,300 urban houses, shops and 

industrial enterprises all abandoned by evacuee Muslims. 1he centre 
o...:.n 

built at its [expense 2, 21,000 urban houses and put them into the 

" compensation pool. A parliamentary committee found that an 

18 Roy Choudhury: "i'lho is behind the EXodus", Special Report 
iu ~1mda_y, :!>lay 21, 1978, PP• 16 to 18. 
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investigation of only 78 claims, each of over Rs.1 lakh had 

disclosed that excess claims totalling Rs. 1.19 crores had 

been made by tre refugees concerned19. 

Apart from all this, the Home Ministry set up a special 

cell to find employment for West Pakistani refugees in government 

offices and public sector undertakings upto 1964, the number of 

West Pakistan refugees given employment by the cell ··•as 

2, 02,000. The lliini st:cy 1 s record shoHs that up-to that time only 

204 Bengali refu~es had found employment in central government 

offices and public sector undertakings. Loans were given on a liberal 

scale to the West Pakistan refugees and set off against their 

compensation claims. 

The Bengali refugees have not only not been given any 
....... 

compensation, they have been forced to live in ~- , campOs on dole. 
v 

Whatever rehabilitation expenditure has been incurred on them has 

been treated as interest - bearing loan advanced to them. 

For the Bengali refugees, till March 31, 1977 the DDA 

has spent in 14 years almost Rs.79 crores. This includes Rs. 23.5 

crores on general development, Rs.16 crores on Adivasi 1-relfare and 

38 5 f . b"l"t t• 20 
Rs. • crores on re ugee rena ~ ~ a ~on • The other important 

19~d Ibid. pp.18 

20. roid. PP• 1<t 
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A1 
factor for the maladaptation of Bengali refugees. \h~ unlike 

their counterparts, ,,, could not integrate with ne~r surroundings. 

Even after 15 years of settlement, the invisible uMbilical cord 

o~ his ancestral home (Bari) has been tugging on him. In 

response to a single emotive appeal, he is prepared to move lock, 

stock and barrel to an inhospitable marshy Land of the 

21 SUnderbans, nearer •home' • 

l'lhile the Bengali refugee problem attracted mainly the 

attention of sociologists and journalists a serious psychological 

study of the refugees had to wait for the analysis of Keller. 

Keller takes for his study, the successful adaptation of the 

Panjabi refugees in order to discover the psychological factors 

involved in the process. He is of tre vievl that the refugees may 

tend to become parasitical and may lapse into an 'infantile 

dependent-state' as in the case of Bengali refugees if sufficient 

economic support of the host country is not available. The Bengali 

refugees, he points out, lapsed into the mentality of a frustrated 

infant to whom all is owing
22 

because pre-partition land 

arrangement and distribution of 1'lealth in Bengal \'i'ere such that 

the Bengali Hindu refugees could not be resettled on land 

§:S easily as his \iestern counterpart. In Panjab, ho-.'i'ever the 

fact that imm.i grant I-iuslim land was available for resettlement made 

many of these Panjabi refugees ~~ho had suffered great calamities 

and threats to life, invulnerable. Invulnerability,:~ . according 

21 • , The Times of India, June 4, 1978 

22. stephen L· Keller; op.cmt. PP• 67. 
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to Kelleri4,a psychological trait -vrhich makes a man feel that he 

belongs to the chosefl few for whom no danger would cause any great 

· ·· harm. This feeling ~pf invulnerability , he explains, is the result 

of the harrowing ordeals and threats to life refugees experienced 

inspite of which they manage to sur~ve. Invulnerability according 

to Keller infuses the need for power (n power) wh;j,ch makes them to 

take to business, commerce and large-scale agriculture because the 

doors to conventional careers such as the military, the g~vernment 

and politics are blocked off by groups that have already staked out 

for Ue se vocations. Hence the 'invulnerable Panjabi refugees' 

became successful agriculturists, businessmen and industrialists 

transformingPanjab and Haryana into the granary of India and into 

a highly industrialized state. Keller is of the view that the 

invulnerability resulting in the high n power would make the refugees 

take high risks and search for unconventional strategies in order to 
\ 

succeed. buch high risk-taking ability led them to make significant 

contributions to tre development of Panjab and Haryana. Keller's 

explanation counters Hcclleilandj~ are;,"Ument >-Ihich locates in the need 

for achievement (n- Ach) the psychological raw material for economic 

development. One of the characteri sties associated ·r~i th n-Ach is 

a willingness to take moderate calculated risk. Keller believes that 

McClelland's argument fits well in situations in which the economic 

development has already begun. In tl::e relatively underdeveloped 

23. r1cClelland, David The Achieving SOciety (The Free Press, 1961 ) 
as cited in Keller op.cot. PP• 248 · 
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society in vrhich rapid grorith has just begun or is on the 

horizon, a high-rid, high-gain situation prevails. In such 

situation a strategy in which there is a high risk component is 

likely to be socially as well as individually beneficial. 

Keller goes on to point out that the refugee~ ability 

to take high risks and succeed- though not especially aggressively 

made them the target of aggression by envious non refugees24 • This 

led to a situation of competition between the refugees and 

non-refugees w!uch legitimised and institutionalised the synergy. 

Synergy is the socially shared w·orld vie1-r that sees competition as 

legitimate. Each individual in a synergistic situation while 

maximising his personal goals, benefits society. Thus synergistic 

situation created by the influx of refugees contributed to the 

over-all sustained growth of the entire Panjab and Haryana region. 

The over-all result of synergy -vrhich is gradually transmitted from 

refugees to non-refugees makes for greater participation in economic 

developm~t and that the values of the society does not become 

concentrated in the hands of fel'l magnates and Zamindars. Thus 

Keller sees in refugeehood_ the potential for economic development 

and social change in the host society under certain specific 

conditions. 

24. Keller, Op-ci t. PP• 252 
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(\ 25 
Unlike Keller, Hazel/hurst's study of a Panjabi to~~ 

v 
points to the fact that refugees enterpreneurial success is 

related to their greater social mobility which he attributes partzy 

to the influence of religious reform movements such as ~~ya 

Samaj and partly because partition has deemphasised already diminshed 

importance attached to such elements of orthodoxy such as sub-caste 

distinctions and obesiance to Brahmins. Hence, freed from the 

traditional obligations and vaiues which tied down the local merchant 

communi ties, tre refugees could use unorthodox strategies for success 

in entrepreneurial activities. It is to be noted here that the 

" refugees studied by Hazel/hurst mainly belong to the trading and 
'-./ 

business class. Thus Hazelhurst's thesis comes close to the 1·rell 

kno vm sociological theories which isolate tl::e marginal man who, freed 

from the traditional values and obligations could strike out in 

new directions to become successful in, tl:e enterpreneuri al field. 

Thus the review on available literature on the Bengali 

and the Panjabi refugees lead us to conclude therefore that the 

former represent a case of unsuccessful adaptation while the latter 

represent a case of successful adaptation. buccessful adaptation 

could be regarded as a situation when the refugees become;, self-reliant 

either individually or collectively and also loose their identity as 

25. Leighton IV• Hazelhurst in 'Structure and Change in Indian 
society' ed. by I1il ton Singer and Bernard & cohen. 
Aldine Publishing Company, Ctricago, 1970. PP• 288-289. 
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;t 
refugees. Adaptation is unsuccessful when the refugeelstill 

regard themselves as aliens in the host society and continue to 

depend upon support from external agencies. 

Fro~.the above mentioned studies, the crucial factors 

that makes for successful or unsuccessful adaptation of 

refugees are: 

1) ihe amount and nature of governmental assistance 
to rehabilitate refugees 

2) The elements of social structure and culture of the 
I 

refugees prior 1n mi_gration 
~ 

3Q Actual experience; of j,:efugees in tre process of 
uprootmen t. 

This way of identifying the factors responsible for 

adaptation however may lead us to vievT adaptation as a once-and-for-all 
\.1.\dt 

process. But adaptation is a continuous process, ~s we are ~ware 

from Keller's study and that of Hazelhurst's :, u .: successful 

adaptation may itself lead to refugees becoming the envious target 

of host society. vlhile such hostility may under certain circumstances 

lead to over-all development of the host society and changes the 

social structure and culture of refugees themselves, it is quiet 

conceivable that the hostility from the host society may adversely 

affect the refugees integration into tre host society. This mey be· 

particularly the case if the social structure and culture of refugees 

is completely alien to that of host s~iety. In this context, it is 

relevant to stu~ the process of adaptation of 'ribetan refugees 

in the Indian social and cultural milieu. Unlike the Panjabi 

and Bengali refugees, the Tibetan refugees belong to a social and 
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cultural order which is distinct from that of the host society. 

Hence in the rthat follows, we attempt to explore the process of 

adaptation of Tibetan refugees in the Indian setting. 

TO analyse the process of adapt~~n at work in the 

case of Tibetan refugees it is essential to have an understanding 

of their economic, political and so.:cial life prior to their arrival 

in India. Hence the traditional polity, economy and social 

structure of Tibet is delineated in Chapter II. FolloiJing on this 

in Chapter III, we discuss the events that led to and that followed 

the entry of Tibetans into the Indian soil and the attempts made by 

the government and several voluntary agencies in resettling the 

Tibetans. In doing so, the part played by Dalai Lama's organisation 

is also discussed in Chapter IV. We proceed to analyse the actual 

process of adaptation· of 'Iibetan refugees to tre Indian milieu and 

the consequences thereof for both the refugees and tl:e host society. 

In the last part of Chapter IV i·le compare the adaptati ve process 

of Tibetans with those of the Bengali and Panjabi refugees in order 

to develop a model for understanding the process of change created 

by the refu~e influex into India. 

. . . . 



TBE TIBETANS - BBFORE THE EXODUS 

IN order to understand the process of adaptation of 

tibetan refugees in Indian setting, it is necessary to 

24 

comprehend the sources in the tradi ti.onal social structure 

which makes for adaptation. · This would imply that we study 

the Tibetan social structure and culture as a unified system 

and not as a collection of diverse cultural traits and classes. 

It also requires us to map the social structure and culture over 

the geographical terrain of Tibet, because at !OtT levels of 

technology, ecological factors significantly limit the social 

structure and culture. 

Tibet is a vast plateau of around 4, 70,000 sq.miles 

with an average altitude of 16,000 ft. above the sea level. It 
0 0 

lies between the latitude of 27·' and 37 north. It is a land 

locked .plateau being at least a 1,000 miles away from the sea 

in any direction. The plateau is bounded on the north by the 

!Wnlin range and in the south by the Himalayas. In the west, it 

is bordered by the Ladakh ranges and the East consists of a rugged-terra: 

w1 th deep gorges. 
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Palakshappa1 divides the Tibetan plateau into the 

four following regions: 

1. The northern plateau with an average altitude of 16,000 ft. 

is cold and dry with hardly 20 c.s of rain-fall. Moss, 

lichens and the sparse grass are the only vegetation found 

in this area and is thinly populated with nomads. 

2. The western highland region which is a source of rivers 

Indus ani SUtlej is more hospitable. While cultivation is 

possible in the river valleys of the region, there exists 

nomads and semi-nomads with large flocks of sheep and herds 

of yaks and mules. 

3. The south central region which is the land of valleys 

is a fairly well populated area. The river Brabmputra and a 

number of tributaries flows in this region. 'lhe average 

altitude is not more than 15,000 ft. and the valleys are 
only 11,500 ft. high, There are forests with ti~ber and 

orchards. In some villages even rice is cultivated. The 

vegetables and fruits are grown in this area. This is 

the region in which the capital of Tibet Lhasa is located. 

There are several other cities apart f;rom Lhasa in this area. 

4. The Eastern plateau known as Kbam is rugged and comparatively 

dry. It is the home of the ICh.ampas and through this region 

passes the trade route to China. Agriculture and fruit 

gardening is possible in the valleys and pastures on the slopes 

support the livestock. 

1. T• c. Palakshappa: 
Mundgod ~betans. 
1978, PP• 23-24. 

'Tibetans in India', A Cas~~ Study of 
sterling Publisher~ ~pyt.J Ltd. New Delhi, 
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Thus being located in anbaccessible region, Xibetan 

society has bad minimal contact with its neighbouring countries. 

The Tibetan society has been virtually left untouched by the 

impact of western civilization. Therefore it should not 

surprise us to find in Tibet its o-vm form of religion, social 

and political structure which in many respects remains unique in 

the world. 

Although IJ!ibet is a land of macy religions including 

Hinduism, Isla:m, Christianity and Boh-a folk religion peculiar 

to Tibet, the dominant religion of IJ!ibet is Mahayana Buddhism. 

Buddhism was purported to have been introduced in Tibet1by a 

Nepalese prince who converted the King and Qleen of Tibet. The 

QUeen of Xibet came to be regarded as the reincarnation of the 

Hindu GOdess Tara, and is the only female Godess worshipped by 

Tibetan Buddhists. Many of the animistic rights prevalent in the 

Bon religion were assimilated by _the Tibetans in their Buddhist 

practices. The worship of GOdess Tara being one such instance, the 

religious ceremonies at death, initiation and marriage being the 

others. s.yncretism of this nature illustrates the emphasis on 

divination in Tibetan BUddhism. It is used to tap the knowledge 

which a Tibetan feels must always exist somewhere, but which is 

not attainable by any means other than divination. This process 

is used to communicate with spirits, forecast the future and to cure 

the diseases. Powers of divination gives its possessor 
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considerable prestige in the community. 

The Tibetan Buddhism is a rich philosophy having its own 

dialectics and metaphysics. It also oonsiats ef an advanced 

depth psychology linked to the techniques of a meditation and 

the control of psycho-physiological functions (yoga); an enormous 

pantheon, countless rituals, popular practices, cosmological 

speculations and systems of divination2• 

Mahayana Buddhism which constitutes the Tibetan brand of 

Buddhism plays a predominant role in their lives. TO perceive the 

manner in which it influences the attitudes and way d: life, it 

is necessary to provide a broad outline of the principles implicit 

in Mahayana Buddhism. 

The Buddha taught that the ultimate need was liberation 

and that this had no other object than the experiencing of Nirvana3• 

But the Buddha lfhen pressed for answers regarding the nature of 

Nirvana, the origin of the world, the reality of the self and the 

like withdrew into a 'noble silence•. Intellectual curiosity unable 

remain content with that silence sought to indulge in varied 

intellectual speculations. Many claim that it was this that led 

2. ReA• stein, Tibetan Civilization , Faber and Faber Ltd. London, 
1972, PP• 164. 

3. Nirvana is •de-spiritualisation• it is the act of one who 
has comprehended the futility of trying to hold his breath 
or life (Prana) indefinitely, since to hold the breath is also 
to loose it. Thus Nirvana is the equivalent of release. Moksha 
or salvation. Nirvana is seen as the cessation (NIR) of 
turnings (VRITTI), hence the cessation of turnings of the mind. 
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to Mahayana Buddhism. This, as Wdts points out, :is false, 

for 'the vast body of Mahayana doctorine arose not so much 
. ' 

to satisfy intellectual curiosity as to deal with the practical 

psychological problem encountered in following Buddha's way 114 • 

The central theme of Mahayana Buddhism has always been to bring 

about the experience of Nirvana, hence the provision of 

"""' 'skilful means' (Up.J!Y~) for making Nirvana accessible to every 

type of mentality. 

Implicit in Mahayana Buddhism (~ meaning 'Great•.) Yana 

being •vehicle' hence the great vehicle of liberation' is the 

concept of individualized and collectivised mind. The unenlightened 

man, far from the stage of full awakening believes himself to be in 

possession of a mind uniquely his own, that is an individualised mind. 

This is an illusion. What is unique is the one. cosmic mind. It is 

quiet absurBt to think of Nirvana as a state to be attained by some 

being. There are in fact many Buddhas. ihe idea of a Boddhisatva 

is implicit in tre logi.c of Buddhism6 • 

• The Boddhisatva became a focus of devotion (Bhakti) 

"a saviour of the world who had vowed not to enter the final Nirvana 

untill all other sentient beings like-wise attained itl. It is for 

4· Walts, Alan, The waz of Zen, Penguin, 1975, P• 77 

5· R.A. stein, Op.cit. pp.164 

6. Warts, Alan, Ibid· P•77 

7. warts, Alan, Ibid. pp.81 



their sake that he consented to be born again. and again into the 

round of Samsara ( which refers to the everlasting round of birth 

and death) until, in the course of innumerable ages, even the 

grass and the dust has attained Buddhahood. 

ODe of the fundamental tenets of Mahayana Buddhism 

is the belief that .Nirvana does not emerge through an anbiliation 

of the senses, nor is Nirvana a separate entity from birth and death. 

You do not seek Nirvana for it is a folly to look for what one has 

never lost. JUng8 calls it "the self-liberating power of the 

introverted mind"· The sphinx gazes at ao distant horizon across 

the sandy wastes. Its '/inflinching gaze is directed inwards and its 

posture bares the calm arising out of self-knowledge. The Buddha, 

in other words, is within each one of us and Buddha-hood is simply 

the manifestation of perfection alrea~ in man. 

The Buddhist is a Bbikkhu (a beggar ) and is characteristically 

represented by a begging-bowl which he takes from door to door to 

acquire his food. Even food which is the basic necessity,is not 

to be bothered about. The only thought is Nirvana. 

It is this essence of the Mahayana spirit which is 

ingrained among the Tibetans. It moulds their attitude to life, 

in fact their entire weltanschung. 

a. c.J. Jung: Tibetan Book of the Great Liberation (ed.) by 
W•Y• Evans Wentz, Oxford University Press, London, 1954 t .PP• 38-39 
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~betan Buddhism, however is a special form of Mahayana9 

Buddhism, viz., Lamaism. In it an important role is played by the 

Lama wb:> is just not any monk but a person's spiri,tual master or 

teacher (~. The interesting and significant characteristic 

of Lamaism is that its central religious activity is the concern 

of only the monks and hermits and is inaccessible to ordinary 

believer. The latter pin their deep faith on the members of tm · 

monastic community and can only hope to improve their karma through 

the giving of the gifts to monasteries, lamas or the poor, by 

making pilgrimages, lighting lamps before the images of deities and 

asking the blessings of the lamas. The ordinary folk or .lay 

Buddhists do not hear sermons or have any pr.i.vate prayers. They 

belong to that class of persons whose intellectual faculties are 

not developed enou~. 

~bet is usually described as theocratic state because 

the Dalai Lama (or the head) is considered to be the incarnation 

of Avalokiteswara ~bet•s patron Boddhisatva. But 'stein10 

stresses tbat it would be more accurate to speak of ~bet as an 

ecclesiastical state. 

The Bllddhist monasteries in ~bet are highly privileged. 

They are exempt from tax and services and may be regarded as 

independent overlords, for they own land and serfs yielding them tax 

9. R.A. Stein ; Op.cit. PP• 172-173 

10. Ibid. PP• 138-139· 
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and services¥ and discharge all functions of authoti v11 • ibe 

monasteries sujply the government with officials and in this way 

are able to exercise political control. In addition to thls the 

monasteries indulge in money-lending and acquire thereby an 

extra source or revenue (fees) through the performance or r~tes. 

Rich monks even own property and have two monks as servants. The 

.1( clear polarisation of social classes is maintained inside the 

monastries. The impoverished lower clergy cannot afford to pay for 

the lengtey studies needed to reach high monastic posi tiona and remain 

in the state of Avidya, or ignorance, and must devote their lives 

to one of deep and sincere faith on the ri<iler monks and lamas. 

The Tibetan religious order is hierarchical and highly 

authori. tari.an. At the top of this system l1s the Dalai Lama who 

rules in consultation wi 1h his tutors. (That isJ those who as 

authorities on religion) taught the l)llai Lama in rus younger days). 

At the lower rung is the abbot who heads a monastery and is 

responsible not only for maintaining the land and property of 

monastery but who in his capacity as religious head is also expected 

to resolve the religious ar~ments that crop up from time to time. 

EVery abbot has five lamas assisting him. The status of the lama 

depends on the number of oaths that he takes. The higher categories 

of lamas take whet is known as the complete oath which involves 

keeping two hundred and fifty vows. 

11. Ibid. PP• 40. 
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upward mobility in the religious hierarc~ is achieved 

with severe penances. While one has to take at least hundred 

vows to ac}l..ieve the status of a lama and pass rigourous religious 

tests, not mmy can keep the vows and pass the tests and hence 

end up in the lower order witb:>ut reaching the status of lama. 

The ])Uai Lama in Tibet is not only a religious authority 

but the political head aswell. But though in theQry the Dalai Lama 

is the supreme.and at the top of the hierarchy in reality, the 

district and often the village sub-divisions enjoy considerable 

autonomy in tbe interpretation of laws and in their administration12• 

The head of the district is a member of nobility who is 

appointed by the Dalai Lama. The nobility is distinguished from 

the common people in Tibet and the nobility enjoys certain 

privileges. The recruitment to the class of nobless in Tibet is madE 

on the following principles: 

1. A commner family in which Dllai Lama is supposed 
t9 be reiDcarnated is raised to the status of nobles. 

This family receives a large estate from the government. 
Thus many of the Lhasan nobles were descendants of the 
brothers of previous Dalai Lama. 

2. some families are raised to the status of nobility by 
the government in return for the past services as warrior 
body guards. 

;n3. The third group of nobles consists of families who trace 
their ancestories back to the early Monarchies which 
existed prior to the rule of Dalai Lama13. 

4• Some of the new noble families are descendants of marriage 
between Ue nobility of 

4 
Tibet with t ha. t of Sikkim and 

neighbouring countries • 

12. R.A. Stein : Op.cit, pp.127 

13. Sir Charles Belli The People of Tibet, Oxford University Press, 
London, 1968, PP• 65-67. 

14. R;i.nchen Dolma TM"ing, :D:~.ughter of Tibet, The camelot Press Ltd. 
London, 1970; PP• 81-82 



The nobility in ~bet formed an endogamous group. 

They aanage estates for the .Iala:i Lama who in theory owns all 

land in Tibet. 1he nobles pay an armual rent to the Dalai Lama foz 

the estate they hold. The noblemEC has full r.i. ghts of taxation 

and of administering justice wi ihin his estate9 He can select 

servants for his household amongst his serfs. 

There are nobleman who are also traders and maDUfacturers 

of rugs and blankets which they export to other countries. But 

their major source of livelihood comes from the landed estate15• 

Belo·w the district administration, comes the village level 

administration which is usually small consisting of ten to twenty 

v families belonging to a clan organisation. It is a locus of 

patrileneal clan and hence exogamous. The position of the head of 

the village is hereditary and is usually the clansman who combines 

seniority with capability. He sits on the tribal council of the 

region as a representative of his clan. The tribal council and the 

clan and at a still lower level the family, all represent the 

principle of cooperation that works in tm hierarchical Tibetan 

social structure. The members of the village cooperate in herding 

cattle. The responsibility assigned for herding is that of tm 

herdsmen of the village. Careful compensations are made for those 

1 5. ca.rrasco, Pedro, Land and Poli t1 in 'l!i bet, sea ttl;e, 195$, 
PP• 101-102 
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families who are short handed because of the call for community 

work. ·This type of cooperation extends to the tribal level also 

to organise raids am battle campaigns by the tribal council! 6 

The family is also organised on the principle of cooperation 

in Tibet. The family is a corporate unit possessia.g rights over lands 

and over pastures. The noble families thus form a corporate unit with 

rights of taxation over the landed estate. The families among the 

peasantry are also corporate entities with tenancy rights over land. 

TO preserve the corporate nature of the family, usually polyandry 

(especially fraternal polyandry) is practiced, though other types of 

polyandry such as among friends, and among father and sons when the 

father ~rries a second time are also prevalent. The eldest son 

in the family becomes the head of the family and his younger brothers 

have to wonk under his jurisdiction within the family corporation. 

The cooperation and corporate liVing embodied in the 

Tibetan sociev is however not .universal. AJD.ong the commoners, there 

exists a group called tre DU-Jung, where family does not act as a 

corporate anti ty. Access to land among them is on an individual 

basis and they practice monogai113" and polygyny17• 

16. T.C. Palakshappa: Op.cit. PP• 27. 

17. Ibid. PP• 30. 



It is to be noted tmt the control exercised by tm 

district over tls village and by the central governments over the 

districts is dependent on the geographical location of the districts 

and the villages. In tre remoter areas of ~bet, political control 

of the central government is almost negligible due to bad communicaticu 

and transport during the winter season. The ecology of ~bet 

modifies the political hierarc~ and grants considerable autonomy 

at the village and district level. 

The principle of cooperation which wide~ operates in the 

traditional ~betan social structure is interrelated with the 

Mahayana philosophy of collective Nirvana, No man attains Nirvana 

alone. Liberation is a collective aim and a Bodhisat\Va is born 

again and again till all his other fellowmen achieve the peace of 

the •noble silaice ', the realisation of the truth. The quie"tessence 

of this philosophy is expressed through the dominant principle of 

cooperation prevalent in the ~betan social structure. 

This principle of cooperation works not only at the 

level of the tribal village, clan and family, but also within 

the context of secY,lar hierarchy. The hierarchy is based mainly -/ 

on rights over tbe land. ~ nobles who hold estates engage serfs 

to till the land. There are different categories of serfs. 

According to GOld stein, as quoted by Palakshappa, there are two 



major types of serfs as indicated in the following diagram:18 

Serf 

.r:: payer(Xhralpa) 
~ 

• BJ"und • l)ldchung Human lease l)ldchung 

Charles Bell identifies another categor.y of serfs 

whom he regards as tm masterless ~asants. 'l,ihese peasants 

are depcindent on the regular tax-paying serfs from whom th~ rent 

land. The serf became bound to his landlord because of the low 

productivity of land which makes him borrow in order to survive. 

Many of the serfs who live in abject poverty are indebted to the 

nobility, monasteries ani large land owners for nearly three 

generations. The serfs are therefore not only tied to the land 

but also to the nobility. 1here is no way out of this systeil 

for the serf except through joining the priestly order, which also 

is difficult if not insourmountable19 • 

tibet has a very short agricultural season confined 

to the summer. D.lring this season only barley, buckwheat, mustard, 

potatoes and turnips can be grown. The land available for cultivation 

18. Ibid. PP• 39 

19. Charles Bell, Op.cit, PP• 85-87 
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is limited and is barely sufficient for the members of the 

village. Hence most families take to animal husbandry also. A,nimal 

husbandry may range from keeping door animals such as the goats, 

sheep, milk cows and borses to keeping yaks. Yaks are herded in 

distant pastures. Most of the 2i.betans aspire to owning Yaks. 

And as those families who own Yaks usually own a herd of them, 

they are compelled to go in search of pasture land, the rights over 

which are also clearly demarcated between villages. Hence such 

peasants are called semi-nomads and are distinguished from the 

sedantry farmers. 

Besides tl:e semi-nomads there exist full fledged nomads 

in Tibet herding Yaks across well defined routes. In summer these 

herdsmen move to different grazing grounds on mountain slopes and in 

winter they assemble in their villages i# the valleys and live on 

Yak butter. These herdsmen are also tied to the nobility who own 

thousands of animals. 

Besides agriculture and animal husbandry which stratifies 

the society into distinct •estates• the T.ibetan economy comprises 

of a trader class also. The Trader class could be regarded as the 

middle class. However trading is also indulged in by the nobility. 

Trading involved, till the Chinese occupation of Tibet, the import 

of salt, cotton goods and luxury articles for the nobility. The 

chief export items are wool, yak-tail, bide, borax and herbs. 
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There also exist in Tibet hi gbly skilled artisans such 

as carpenters, painters, builders and iron-smiths to make weapons. 

But the category of artisans do not enjoy a high status in the 

Buddhist Society of Tibet2~ 

Thus we notice that the 'libetan social and political 

structure while being hierarchical proVided considerable autonomy 

for the villages, partly because of the geo grapey of Tibet. FUrther, 

cooperation forms a dominant theme in Tibetan society ranging from 

the family to the nation. This spirit of cooperation is infused 

- not only by the 'libetan Buddhism which emphasises on collective 

Nirvana but also by the Dalai Lama who is the supreme authority 

both in the religious and the secular spheres of Tibetan social 

life. FUrther, although Mahayana Buddhism emphasised other worldly 

concerns, it nevertbeless recognised the this worldly concerns 

of the lai v which was necessary to maintain its polity and economy. 

20. Macdonald;.l)avid The Land of the Lama, London, 1929, PP• 243 
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C H A P T E R- III --------

EXODUS AND THE PROCESS OF REHABILITATION 

Eighteen years have now elapsed since the flight of the 

Dalai Lama from ~bet in March, 1959· The ~betan refugees who 

accompanied him in large numbers into exile in India and its 

neighbouring states of Nepal, Bhutan and Sikkim have now lived 

for almost a generation in their new surroundings. Their children 

have been born and educated without contact with their home-land 

depending solely on the memories of older generations for their 

knowledge of the 'land of snows•. Since the present Chinese rulers 

of the ~bet have virtually sealed the country off from the outside 

world, only a handful of persons have in recent years been added to 

the original groups of 80,000 to 1,00,000 refugees. Some even put 

the figure at 1,20,000. 

The 1e..Jle51S. of the Tibetan exodus lay in events as 

far back as 1949 when several editorials appearing in the communist 

press in China hankered over the liberation of Tibet from the 

capitalist reactionaries and its return to the motherland of 
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the People's Republic of 9hina. FOr the annexation purpose, 

the advance units of the people's liberation army invaded the 

eastern frontier of ~bet, and within days captured the eastern 

region first and then whole Tibet came under their control. 

On November 7, 1949, an appeal was made to U.N. for 

intervention, but Russia and China in U.N. claimed that Tibet 

is the part of China. The issue was regarded as the internal affair 

of China and the U.N. had no jurisdiction over it. The 'libetan 

appeal was thus shelved and no action taken. Having waited to test 

the world reaction, the Chinese a~ renewed its offensive. 

Finally, the Tibetan officials signed a 17-point agreement 

on measures for the peaceful liberation of Tibet in Peking on 

May 23, 1951 but it bore no fruit. TO expedite political consolidation 

and military build up, China embarked upon a programme of extensive 

road-building in Tibet and hundreds of thousands of Tibetans were 

conscripted for labour. ay 1956, China began to implement land 

reforms and cooperatives in the eastern region which soon led to 

rebellion. Revolt broke out in the Litang, Batang, and Cha.b-mdo 

areas of eastern Tibet, and then spread to the southern province. 

Local Chinese garrisons were attacked. The comnunists also 

retaliated by bombing the monasteries. This only intensified the 

determination of the people to resist, especially the Khams-pa 

natives of the ~astern T.ibet1• 

1 • Encyclopaedia Bri tanica Vol. 21. William Benton Publishers, 
Bond on, 1969, p P• 

11 07-111 0 
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In 1956, ])llai Lama paid a visit to India and told the 

Indian Premier that he was afraid that Chinese meant to destroy 

the ~betan religion. He therefore pinned all his hopes on Delhi 

and explained that he wished to stay on in India until his country 

could regain its freedom by peaceful means. Mr Nehru advised him 

to go home as he had received assurances from Chou-en-Lai, who 

was visiting Delhi at that time, that the complaints against the 

Chinese in ~bet would be reported to .Mao-Tese-'1\lng and the causes 

removed. 2 
Hence he returned to Lhasa • 

But upon his return, he found the situation had reached 

a breaking point. The Chinese commander put pressure on the Dalai LamE 

to deploy ~betan troops to suppress the revolt, but he refused. 

The Tibetan officials fearing for the Dilai Lama's personal safety 

urged him to flee the country. On the night of March 17, 1959 

the Dalai Lama escaped from Lhasa with a few of his loyal officials 

and his family members to India. Along with him many other Tibetans 

also crossed into India3• 

Regarding the motives that made Tibetans leave their 

country, Pala.kshappa4 who interviewed a number of refugees in Mundgod 

settlement has mentioned the following: The first was that there 

was an acute feeling of anxiety about the future of ~bet and its 

people. They were apprehensive of the fact that their rich culture 

2. Gelder Roma and stuart: The '.Cimely Rain, Travels in New '.Cibet, 
Hutchinson of London, 1964, PP• 199-200 

3• Ibid. (lp, J..a\ · 

4. T•C· Palakshappa; ~betans in India, sterling publishers Pvt. Ltd. 
New Delhi, 1978, PP• 16-17 
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would lose its identity as 'libetans under communists. They would 

not be allowed to practice Buddhism. The secoD,d cu:::")u,ecific 
. . t 

reason was that many Tibetans heard of the massacre of Tibekans 
! 

on a large scale because they did not toe the line of communism. 

In addition, the Chinese were said to be coercing the fi.betans to 

take a bride or a groom from the Chinese. This measure was aimed 

at destroying their race of which the Tibetans are so proud. The 

fourth reason was the information that their spiritual leader the 

Dalai Lama had taken refuge in India. The fifth reason was that 

the Chinese had planned the annexation in such a way that the 

families were split among themselves. They used the children to 

•spy' upon the parents, and the wives upon their husbands. Thus 

the occupation of Tibet by the Chinese had created a sense of 

insecurity which drove them to emigrate. 

c 
No acurate statistics are available on the number of 

1\. 

Tibetan refugees. The official estimates made by the Indian 

government are not quite accurate, and in any case do not include 

the number of children born since the refugees arrived in India. 

A1 though small numbers of fi.betans have emigrated to SWitzerland, 

Canada and in still small numbers to other western countries, the 

vast majority remain in the Indian sub-continent where the principal 

efforts of the relief agencies have been concentrated. Here too, 

the attempt is being made to keep alive the traditions of ancient 

Tibet, and to maintain, in a free and independent a tmosophere, even 

if in an alien setting the continuity of 'fi.betan religiOn and 

culture. 
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Like all other refugees, the Tibetan refugees have 

been confronted With two mutually contradictory pressures. 

If, on the one hand, they seek to keep alive the idea of 

return, they must somehow prevent their physical dispersion, 
'-(r 

and, by their very plight, arouse the concern of the world, in 

the hope that political conditions can be changed in their favour. 

The frustration of these ambitions, however may lead to their 

abandonment or to their persistenae as one of the world's 

unsolved problems, as has happened earlier with the Palestenian 

refugees. On the other hand, if the refugees willingly accept 

the generous contriputions of relief agencies and by their own 

endeavours, succeed in rehabilitating themselves in their new 

homelands, they will inevitably be subject to pressures to 

assimilate or amalgamate with their host populations, with the 

gradual extinction of their distinctive characteristics. To be 

sure, because India is already a multi-cultural, multi-religious 

country the pressures to assimilate culturallY (as distinct from 

politically) was expected to be minimal5. 

The fate of such refugee communities depends largely 

upon the calibre of their leadership. The Tibetan refugees, in 

this respect have been doubly fortunate. Not only did the Dalai Lama 

5. Conway, J.S The Tibetan community in Exile, Pacific Affairs, 
vol.48, No.1 Spring, 1975n pp.74-80. 
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their acknowledged leader succeed in escaping to India unharmed, 

but this took place when he was only twenty five years old. 

The continuity of leadership through him in the succeeding years 

has greatly assisted the consolidation of Tibetan community 

in exile. 

ihe Dalai Lama is well aware of the dilemma. of his onw 

own situation. He nourishes and indeed must nourish the belief 

that the political circumstances may change before too long, so 

that he and his exiled followers will be able to return to Tibet. 

NJ he told an audience at Bylakuppe, one of the Tibetan agricultural 

settlements in south India, a year ago: 

< 

• It appears that within three to six years, the situation 
may be likely to change. We are now in a hopeful situation, 
that is, hope is nearer. Therefore, I urge you that 
everyone should struggle continuously for our common interest 
as we have done in the past and we should not loose our 
morale. In Tibet, not only the older people, but the 
younger people wbo accept communist ideology are opposed to 
Chinese aggression and thus have great moral strength to get 
Tibet back to Tibetans. The whole Tibetan people have one 

.common goal, n~e independence of Tibet n ' {6) 

The Dalai Lama has not discouraged emigration to Western 

countries, and has assiduously encouraged the majority of his 

supporters who remain in India to rehabilitate themselves in their 

new surroundings and to take advantage of the opportunities offered 

by the Indian government and the voluntary agencies to establish 

6. Ibid. PP• 80-82 
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viable communities designed to become self-sufficient and 

self-sustaining. This policy has two obvious merits; first, 

it will ensure that the Tibetan refugee colllllluni ty as a whole 

remains intact gathered in sufficiently large groups to be able to 

maintain their own language and religion, and with Tibetan 

schools teaching the essentials of their heritage. Secondly, 

the economic support created will prevent the Tibetan from 

becoming a depressed and dependent minori w, existing 

solely from the handouts of world community, which might so easily 

forget them, or ignore them in favour of more pressing claims 

elsewhere. The policy of self-sufficiency, however, runs the risk 

that the settlements might become too successful. In Karnataka, 

for example, streneous efforts have been made to prevent a situation 

where less fortunate or industrious Indian groups be envious of 

of the Tibetans achievements7 • 

There are estimate to be about seventy thousand refugees 

in India. The majority of them were poor hailing from the areas 

of Tibet bordering Bhutan, Nepal and India. Aifew thousand 

refugees from western 'l!ibet also came into Ladakh and some came 

through the passes of Panjab, u.p., Himachal Pradesh and Sikkim, 

while many came through the North East Frontier Agency, now 

Arunachal Pradesh. 

7. Ibid. PP• 82-83. 



The Ministry of EXternal Affairs, which was put incharge 
r 

of the refugees recorded 14, 000 refugees in 1959-60. In its 
-..../ 

1960-61 report the number reported had risen to 25,000. The 

next year the number of refugees was put at 33,000, some 4,091 

being new arrivals. In 1962-63, 35,000 were recorded and in 

1964.65 the numbers had jumped to 45,000 in the country8 • This 

jump in number can also be attributed to the unstable conditions 

and disorder following China's cultural revolution, the impact of 

which did not escape '.I!ibet. At the 20th Session of the General 

Assembly (1965) of the U.N. the Indian delegate had also mentioned 

that, "to-day there are thousands of '.I!ibetans refugees in IlliY' 

country. APproximately 50,000 who have left their hearths and homes 

and fled from their country to join their leader and seek refuge 

in India. The plight of tlB se refugees still continues ••• " 

.By 1967-68 tbe number had stabilized at 56,000 and this 

figure continued to be recorded in subsequent reports. New entries 

were becoming fewer in number and do not seem to have made an 

appreciable difference to the over-all numbers. Most of those who 

managed, and still manage to escape the increased vigilance of tm 

Chinese belong to the Southern parts of ~bet. .!13 late as 1975, 1976 

new entrants were recorded9 • 

8. Ministry of .EXternal .Affairs, Govt. of India, .AJ,lnual Reports, 
1960- 1 61, 1962-63, 1963-64 and 1964-65. 

9• Ibid. 1967-68. P• 18. 
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When the work concerning Tibetan refugees was taken over 

by the Indian Ministry of Labour, Employment and Rebabili tation 

in 1968, the same number of refugees was recorded in its annual 

reports until as late as 1974-75• How far these figures are 

reliable is of course difficult to say. Neither the Indian 

government nor the Bureau of the Dalai Lama have very clear records 

especially of the present increases. The 56,000 relates to refugees 

who came in since 1959 into India including Sikkim and Bhutan of 

whom approximately 12,000 were children, 3,000 old and infirm and 

2,600 were Lamas originally, some 20,000 to 30,000 were said to 

have entered Nepal but dwindled down to 12,00010 • According to the 

latest reports the government claims that a total of 56,000 

'li.betan refugees are in India of which 33,700 are rehabilitated, 

over 10,000 have been able to settle on their own while 6000 are 

still waiting to be settledJ 1 

According to the latest estimates of the Bureau of the 

12 Dalai Lama , there are approximately 83,000 refugees in India, 

Bhutan, Nepal, SWitzerland, Canada, EUrope (excluding SWitzerland). 

The break down of figures is given in .Appendix I. The !>1inistry 
wary. 

of Rehabilitation, however, areJ'<.Or definite figures attributing 

10. Ibid. 1968-69 - 1974-75. 

11. The Hindust-an 'li-mes, July 17, 1978 and the Times of India, 
8th AUgust, 1978~ 

12. A Report oti. the ten years of Rehabilitation of Tibetan 
Refugees. Issued by the information and publisi~ office of 

His Holiness the Dalai Lama, Dharmsala, 1f969.. 
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this uncertainity to the migrator.y nature of Tibetan population. 

No official census has therefore been made and figures provided 

by the Bureau of refugees in India, have yet to be verified 

by Indian Agencies. Thus, even if we take the estimate of the 

Bureau of Dalai Lama as accurate, we notice that the Tibetans 

form a trickle compared to the refugees streams from West 

Pakistan and East Pakistan13 

jThe settlement of 'libetan refugees in India has not been 

an easy task. The Indian government tackled the problem 

sympathetically, and to some extent, a number of voluntary agencies 

also gave assistance. Tb start with, these agencies posed problems, 

in that each wanted to help according to its own prediliction. 

Therefore, a coordinating agency, the central relief commi. ttee (India) 

was fo:rmed14 • It is generally agreed that the Tibetans were far less 

of a problem than the other refugees. With the cooperaticm of the 

Dalai Lama they showed discipline, tolerance and endurance. 

A!though most of the refugees were not agriculturists, but most 

of the rehabilitation schemes had an agricultural bias. It was 

not possible to get agricultural land to suit the climatic needs of the 

Tibetans, wm were used to lbing at great heights and in dry 

13. The sun&£7 : Nl AXland Bazar Patrika Publication, May 21, 1978. 

14. p.lf. !Caul, Frontier Callings, Vikas Publishing House, (P) Ltd. 
Delhi- 1976, PP• 115-116 
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climate. With the cooperation of various state governments, 

some jungle areas were made available for the settlement of 

~betans. Agricultural settlements, combined with other 

subsidiary cottage industries, were gradually set up in Karnataka 

Orissa, Arunachal Pradesh and Ma.deya Pradesh. TO start with, 

since all the settlers were not used to agriculture and particularly 

not in the hot climate of India, it looked like a loosing battle. 

One of the best settlement areas which government of India gave to 

~betan was the three thousand acres at Bylakuppe in Periyapattana 

district of Karnataka (formerly Mysore state) fifty miles from the 

Mysore town on the Mysore COorg road. This has been regarded to be 

in the most successful settlement15. 

In all of these southern settlements, leadership is 

vested in the woperative society, which is usually headed by the 

representative of the Dalai Lama in tre settlement, assisted by many 

younger Tibetans who have graduated from the school systen. 

In most of the settlements, small irrigational schemes 

were evolved. Simple and cheap family huts were provided and in 

a short time tre settlement became a collection of small Tibetan 

villages. ~entually many of the settlers became rich enough 

to build their own improved huts. Various facilities like bullocks, 

ploughs and a few tractors were provided, carpet-making centres 

were set-up as well as other cottage industries. By tradition many 

15. Ibid. PP• 117-118. 
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Tibetans are good carpet weavers and from this source they 

earn a good income and foreign exchange. Years later, anotbar 

settlement in Karnataka was set up at MUndgod and this is also 

believed to be doing well. Settlements were raised in the hill 

areas of Orissa at Chandragiri in the Parlekemedi sub-division 

of Ganjam district. -The 2,500 acres settlement was at a height 

of 3,000 ft. but very hot with a rocky ground. At first, it seemed 
~~ 

nothing could~chieved, but with perseverance and patience the 

Tibetans made this settlement a success. Small irrigation 

schemes have been introduced, combined with animal husbandry 

carpet weaving and similar cottage industries. ~other settlem~ 

was set up at tm 3,000 ft. high Mainpat plateau in the Sarguja 

district of Madhfa Pradesh. This 2,500 acres settlement 

initially appeared to have limited chances of success as the irrigati~ 

possibilities were few and tube-wells were not feasible. The 

condition of the cattle in the area did not give one much hope 

for any worthwhile animal husbandry scheme. The settlers have had 

to depend more on cottage industries than on agriculture or animal 

husbandry but have made a success of their settlement. A small 

settlement was set-up in the foothills of the Kemang district of 

Arunachal Pradesh. One more settlement was set up in the lower 

areas of Lohit district very close to Tezu, the district 

headquarters. Although the climate was adverse, the Tibetans 

made it a success through their hard work. They were able to 
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supply a major portion of the vegetables, poultry and similar 

requirements of tm town and earn a good income. Another 

settlement at Changlang in ~rap district of Arunachal Pradesh, 

has not proved very successful because there were no irrigation 

facili ties16• 

While twelve to fifteen thousand people thus found 

rehabilitation on the land, most Tibetans resorted to other 

means for their livelihood with the assistance of the government 

of India, they set-up big handicrafts centres for carpet ; 

weaving and production of otp.er 'J!i.betan products at Dalhwsie in H.p 

and elsewhere. The remainder initially found employtllent on 

road construction in the cool; hilly areas. ld th the passage of 

time, thEU have also been shifted to various agricultural 

settlements or absorbed in Handicraft centres. Besides man;y ot 

them have left the settlememt to venture out on their own. 

In the process of building self-sustaining and viable 

settlements, the contributions of foreign voluntary agencies have 

been significant. Beginning in 1966 with the provision of 

3,50,000 dollar from the funds of F)lropean refugee campaign, 

large-scale rehabilitation projects have been organised and financed 

mainly from .E)lropean and North AJaerican sources. The board of 

trustees for the common project of European Refugee campaign 

established as its Indian partner, the Ivsore Resettlement and 

16. Ibid. PP• 118-120. 
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Development .Agency {IVrada) which has been responsible for the 

creation of four major settlements in Karnataka. It has now built 

up a bod;y of expertise ~b:l. t makes it a. valuable and effec:ti ve 

agent for development, not only for the ~betan refugees, but also 

for the associated projects of a similar nature designed to assist 

landless people of the region17 . 

It is noteworthy that the ~betan refugees burst into the 

world scene in 1959- the very year designated by the United Nations 

as world refugee year. The U.N. High Commissioner for Refugees did 

not recognise tlj.e ~betan exiles in India as refugees. ilie General 

Assembly of the u.N. therefore passed a resolution authorising the 

High Commissioner to extend assistance to refugee who do not come 

within the competence of the United Nations and to use his good 

offices in the tra.nsmissiom of contributions designed to provide 

assistance to them. It was a clear realization that the refugee 

problem was a continuing one, and not be confined to the European 

sphere or limited to those refugees falling wi tbin the scope of the 

statute of tre office of the United Nations High Commissioner for 

1' 
Refugees or the convention relating to tre status of refugees 6 • 

17. conway J.s 11 The ~betan community in EXile : Pacific Affairs, 
Vol. 48, No.1, ~ring, 1975, PP• 80-82 

18. General ~sembly Resolution 1388 (xiv) 20th Nov.1959. 841st 
plenary Meeting General Assembly Official Records. 
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While the United Nat-ions could not resolve the 

political status of Tibet, the humanitarian situation had been 

acknowledged and deplored and the plight of tm refugees 

highlighted, by virtue of long discussions held within tm 

United Nations and outside. \'Jhile the General .Assembly at most 

condemned to communist Chinese actions, any idea of direct 

intervention remained frozen. Yet unlike the political problem, 

the cot).tinuoua flow of refugees could not be ahel. ved. The U.N. 

was ably supplemented by a varied number of agencies specialised 

to look into the vast problems of human welfare. Thus, while 

the brunt of the responsibility for the refugees fell on the host 

countries, the United Nations could act through its office of the 

United Nations High COmmissioner for Refugees (UBHCR) to help 

alleviate the refugee problems. 

By 1961, tm refugees had been dispersed to various 

organised locations for settlement in India. '!he ~ntral Relief 

committee •a monthly report lists some 32 locations either at campus 

or institutions including Nurseries, Schools, and hospitals being 

rendered relief assistance in the form of food; clothing and 

medicines. Stipenis were also given to meritorious students, who 

were eligible to study in schools other than those created purely 

for the refugee children and for tb:>se undergoing training in social 

welfare and later in various trades and vocations19• 

19. Fourteenth Session, SUppl. No.16 (.A/4354) P• 45. para 81, 
C·R•C·I· Monthly Reports. 1961 
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These localities were spread all over the country, and included 

Bhutan, Arunachal Pradesh, West Bengal, Sikkim Bihar, Uttar Pradesh, 

Delhi, Himachal Pradesh, JaJIUIIIl & Kashmir in the North and Madras 

and Karnataka in South, the majority being concentrated at Himachal 

Pradesh. Shortly after the rehabilitation processes were begun 

in earnest, land settlements were also located at Orissa and 

Madlzy-a Pradesh. 

Besides the Indian government bearing the expenses of 

settlement, sources of relief aid mentioned in the 1961 reports 

were traced to some fourteen organisations and governments. These 

include the following: ~erican Emergency Committee for Tibetan 

Refugees (AECTR) ; Catholic Belief service (cR); Church World 

Service (cws); committee on Relief and Glft Supplies (CORAGS); 

Cooperation for American Relief Everywhere (CARE); council of 

YMCA of India and Ceylone ~fugee Section; Dt'· Thomas D:>oley 

Foundation, California, USA; Govt.of South Vietnam; Indian RedYcross 

society (IRS); Junior Cijamber International, US(JCI); National 

Catholic Welfare conference (NCWC); National Christian council(NCC); 

Save the Children Fund, U.K (SCF) and the Service Civil International 

~(SCI) 

The Church organizations often acted in cooperation with 

each other am much of the aid seems to have been provided by 

these and AECTR. This list, however, neither see)i:s to indicate 

the comprehensive assistance given through the years nor the total 
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works involved- it does not for instance give any indication 

of the personnel involved either voluntatily or as attached to 

organizations, or indi vidu.al dona tiona. Besides, as noted by 

Woodcocks, some organizations choose20to ignore the CRC (I) 

channel and operated independently. 

Last, but not the least, this chapter will not be complete 

without giving an account of the Dalai Lama's administration in 

India which has played a sigpificant role in the rehabilitation 

efforts. The Tibetan administration has been established with 

a view to take care of the Tibetan refugees in India, Nepal, 

Bhutan and Sikkim and at the same time preserve their separate 

entity. The new administration sought to drastically change the 

character of the administfation existing in pre 1959 Tibet. 

Although the new administration claims to be the government of 

Tibet in exile the GOvernment of India has refused to acknowledge 

it as such. The new administration was decentralised into 

separate departments each with its own portfolio of responsibilities 

and administrative functions and with considerable freedom 

in day-to-day decision-making, though still held together by the 

Kashag or the Cabinet in important matters of policy and general 

supervision. The administration of the Dalai Lama is based at 

20. Iabella, Khal thing: Tibet an Refugees and the United 
Nations. Unpublished M.Phil dissertation, School of Internatioru 
studies, JNU. New Delhi, 1977, pp.39· 
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.Dharmsala, RLmacba.l Pradesh his temporary headquarters and 

is made up of several bmiies21 • 

Kashas: , which both in form and function resembles a 

cabinet, consists of the Senior most officials of the Dalai Lama • s 

administration and makes policy decisions on matters relating to 

the five administrative departments of the 11betan government. 

To-day, it consists of the five departmental directors who are 

ex-officio members of the Kasbag. 

FUrther there altogether 17 elected representatives 

of the people - four members from each of the three provinces of 

Tibet, including one woman member for each of these regims, one 

member from each of the four major Buddhist sects in Tibet and 

one member nominated by the Dalai Lama. The members of this body 

undertake periodic tours of the various settlements, handicrafts 

centres and other Tibetan institutions and help to bring tbeir 

problems to the notice of tha administration in Dharmsala. Their 

other function is to keep a check on the work being done :by the 

various departments in order to ensure that all Tibetan refugees 

are looked after properly. 

Regarding Tibetan national working committee, the 

17 elected representatives, the Kashag and a representative from 

each of the five major departments of the Tibetan administration 

in .Dharmsala together fonn a ifu.betan :National Working committee. 

21. A Report on Ten Years Rehabilitation of Tibetan Refugees 
1959-1969, published by the Bureau of I».lai Lama, Db.armsala, 

PP•5-1 0, 1969. 
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The COmmittee is the ultimate decision-making body dealing 

with matters in wbioh KShag cannot take a decision. 

The procedure laid down is as follows: the subject 

in question is first discussed by the committee and then brought 

to the notice of the Dalai Lama. It is, then, again discussed by 

the COmmittee in the light of his advice and a f'esolution is 

passed and submitted for the Dalai Lama's approval. The actual 

work of the administration is divided into the five departmental 

offices. they are:-

i) The council of Religious and CUltural Affairs of 
His Holiness the !alai Lama 

ii} ~e Home and Rehabilitation Office 

iii) The COUncil for Tibetan education 

iv~ Information and publicity office 

v) Security and personnel office 

In addition to these five offices, there are the offices 

of 'Cibet in New York and Geneva, and the Bureau of His Holiness 

the Dalai Lama in Delhi, all three of which came dire_ct]J' under the 

Kashag. There is also the office of the charitable '!Tust of His 

Holiness the Dalai Lama in calcutta which manages the funds of t~ 

Tibetan government in exile and comas directly under the authority 

of His Holiness2~ 

22. Ibid. PP• 10-15 
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THE PROCESS OF ADAPTATION 

IN this Chapter an attempt would be made to study the process 

of adaptation of the Tibetan refugees to their new abodes in 

India and compare their experience to that of the Punjabi and 

Bengali refugees. In order to do so we draw heavily upon the 

sociological study of a 'libetan refugee settlement in Karnataka and a. 

few interviews and newspaper reports available on the Tibetan 

refugees. It should be pointed out that with the paucity of 

material the conclusion drawn are tentative and are to be used as 

hypotheses for a full-fledged research proposed to be undertaken 

by the researcher in his ph.D work. 

As has been mentioned in the last Chapter the Tibetans in 

India have been rehabilitated in agricultural settlements as well as 

in rural industries and handicraft centres in India. vndle the 

government reports speak of successful rehabilitation of the refugees 

in agricultural settlements, in the initial phase, the industrial 

.centres posed considerable problems. Thus for instance in 1966, 

a group of international voluntary agencies envisoned a novel 

idea of rehabilitating 5,000 Tibetans on smali scale industries 



requiring semi-skilled and un-skilled workers in the state 

of Himachal Pradesh next to the foothills of the Western 

Himalaya. They called themselves (Tibetan Industrial 

Rehabilitation society) (T.I.a.s.). By 1969 the construction 

of the Indian settlements was almost over. Then the cell 

founded for the 5000 refugees scattered all over the Himalayan 

foothills engaged in building India's strategic roads to 

1 come home' •1 

Since 1959 these refugees (road workers who were 

scattered) had been living in tents, earning an average daily 

wage of about Rs. 2.50 and leading a very insecure life. Though 

reluctant to root themselves in an alien land, the refugees 

were willing enough to •wait for rangzen' (independence) in these 

industrial settlements indefinitely. so they rushed to their 

newly built settlements, eager to start a more secure life. But 

no sooner they •settled down' than they had to go back to road 

construction. Industries which were supposed to emp:cy- them 

flopped one after the other, after consuming most of the investment 

in the ignition, and leaving behind empty factories and 

quarelling managers and discontented workers. What were the 

causes ? The official explanation sees belatedly though an 

incompatibility between the agricultural and nomadic background 

1. Tibetan Review: Vol. VIII No.6, July, 1973. 
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of the Tibetans and the •complex modern industrial setting' 

in which they were placed, albei for a short while. But it would 

be a sheer technological superstition to maintain rigidity 

because the-Tibetan i'rorkers had no 'industrial experience'. 

The schemes failed when the industries req_uired little or no skill 

at all such as plucking tea leaves or digging lime stones. 

Things went wrong at the managerial level. There was a 

deplorable lack of rapport between Indian managers and the Tibetan 

~eaders. APd the decisive blow came from the contradictory system 

by which these industries operated. Being purely voluntary 

' enterprises, the industries >tere expected to operate along 

. humanitarian lines. But there vTas neither the devotion and 

commitment of a social worker nor the profit motivation of the 

company executive. Between the two extremes were individual 

interests which sought to gain at the expense of majori t/. Besides 

the industrial sites show little economic planning. The Fiberglass 

Plant at Paonta is a case in question. The plant had to get its 

raw materials from Bombay and its products had to be transported 

to distant parts of India from a remote village. 

Having learned from their past experience, the newly 

appointed directors of TIRS, are no•t trying to give the defunct 

industrial settlements a new lease of life by making them, 

2. Ibid. 
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agricultural based, supported by handicrafts. "Good earth 

seems the only hope for the pre-industrial ~betans "· This change 

in orientation towards industrial centres seems to have succeeded 

if one goes by the government reports. 

The government reports mentioned above do not 

however make clear the concept of •successful rehabilitation' 

wbieh they use quite frequently. Probably, it meant that the 

settlements became financially self-sufficient. But, the process 

of rehabilitation and adaptation of Tibetan refugees is essentially 

a social process. Hence to analyse this process we have to focus 

on the social dimensions of adaptation. There is however, only 

one book by Palakshappa3 which takes the social dimension into 

account also. Hence we now turn to Palakshappa's sociological 

study of a Tibetan settlement at Mundgod in Karnataka. At 

Mundgod Tibetans were given virgin land w~ch they cleared and 

made it into dwelling units. The settlement is divided into 

11 villages. The social composition of these villages has much 

to do with the history of resettlement. The refugees while they 

were in transit camps were organised into groups based on 

tribal affiliations. DUring the process of rehabilitation the 

group leader used to be allotted land and.houses for members of 

his group. Each family is given a maximum of 5 acres of land. 

:3· T·C· Palakshappa, Op.cit. 
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He : ~ in consultation with the families in his group distributed 

the land and houses. This institution of the group leader operates 

even now in the settled villages although the group leaders have 

changed. Recruitment as a group leader is done by rotation every 

year. EVeryone in the group of families gets to be a leader. 

~ome time or the other. The group leaders act under the village 

leader. Their main task is act as a channel information between 

the village leader and the member families. The group leaders would 

report to the village leader the felt needs of their representative 

families and also pass messages which the village leader receives 

from the cooperative society in the settlement and other official 

agencies to their representatives. They ~lso attempt to settle 

disputes among the groups if only it is not settled are these 

disputes referred to the village leader4 . 

The Tibetans have retained another feature of their 

traditional life. Dlring the process of migration the Tibetans 

came along with their village leaders. The village leaders played 

a significant role in protecting the members of their village and 

in the distribution of food in the transit camps. They continue 

to play this role in the Mundgod settlement also. Though in theory 

they are elected by all the adult males who are heads of families 

in the village and though their term of office is uupposed to be 

•· T.c. Palakshappa. Op.cit. PP• 44 



for three years, in practice the village leader gets selected 

and many have retained their position from the days of the transit 

camps. The village leader looks after the interests of the diverse 

tribes rehabilitated in the village through the group leaders. They 

also act as a link between the cooperative society for the whole 

settlement and the village. The village leader is answerable to the 

secretary of the cooperative society. He mobilises his village people 

for the common communal tasks that have to be undertaken like 

cleaning land, mobilising savings and the like. He also acts as a 

mediator between the villagers and the commercial banks set up in 

the area. He ensures prompt payment of loans to the banks. He 

transmits messages from the secretary to the cooperative society. He 

performs his traditional functions of settling disputes that arise 

among the members of his village5• 

At the apex of the Tibetan settlement is the Tibetan 

cooperative Society. The society is run by the secretary who is a 

representative of tm Dalai Lama•s headquarters at Dharmashala and is 

paid by the lattem office. He is the virtual king of the settlement 

especially because he carries Dalai Lamds authority. He alao is 

responsible for planning crops, and marketing and the like. 

He can command people within the settlement. He acts as a mediator 

between the local Indians and the government rehabilitation office 

which funnels funds from various international and government 

agencies. The society has in its possession 27 tractors 

5. Ibid. PP• 45-46. 
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2 jeeps and a car for the use of the settlement. The tractors 

were the gift of the Swiss government. The society has used the 

services of two Swiss technicians to train Tibetans in using the 

vehicles and in repairing them. It now maintains the workshop 

set up by the SWiss government. The workshop now also caters 

to the needs of the local inhabitants in the area. The society 

also runs the primary schools in the settlement~ ~The Mundgod 

settlement,the Lama villages exists as a separate group. They are 

the equivalent of the monastries of 1ibet. The routine of the 

Lama villages and tbei. r organization are different from that of 

the other villages. Every Lama is given some land on lease 

in Mundgod. But all the land in the Lama village is pooled and is 

cultivated jointly. The income from land is used to meet the 

day-to-day expenses and the residue is spent on religious purposes 

such as contribution to prayer halls and the preparation of 

holy scripts. There is a hierarchy among the Lamas. At the top 

are the Abbots who are again ranked as senior or junior depending 

on their age. The Abbots are the final authority on religion 

within a particular Lama village, next come the Lamas. The 

·Lamas who are bachelors live in groups of twenty. Lamas are 

those who have achieved 150 gunas or vows. The others are called 

~funks. Lamas devote themselves exclusively to religious tasks 

6. Ibid. PP• 43 
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such as reading o,f the scriptures, teaching new MonkS and the like. 

The Monks however combined religious tasks with economic 

activities such as agriculture. Those of the Monks who are not 

pb¥sically capable of out-door work take on the charges in the 

communal kitchen7 • '' .J .... 

The Lama village:'. is autonomous of the other Tibetan 

villages in the settlement. Each of them has its own cooperative 

society independent of the 'li.betan cooperative Society. The 

finances, purchase and sale of goods for 
.• Q"C.. 

the Lama villageE{., undertaken 

by these societies. These societies are directly linked to the 

Dalai Lama~ office at Dharmsala. They nevertheless obtain assistance 

from tre Tibetan cooperative Society in the form of both men and 

machinery. 

While the foregoing description of the Tibetan settlement 

of Mundgod clearly demonstrate that the essential features of the 

traditional 'li.betan society incorporating the values of hierarchy 

as well cooperation are preserved in one crucial respect1 the villages 

in the settlements differs from the vi~lages in traditional Tibet. 

AfJ the refugees were settled in Mundgod on the basis of tm first 

come first serve principle in each of the settlement villages, 

people belonging to different class and different ~egions of Tibet 

live cheek by jowl to each other. Hence no settlement village 

7. Ibid. PP• 48-49 
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is homogeneous in terms of clan affiliation. This fact reduced 

considerably the importance of clan organisation and has 

strengthened the family as the basic unit of organization. 

Palakshappa's data reveal a majority of the families are nuclear 

and although polyandry is not prohibited most have preferred 

monogamous marriages. ~e families continue to be patriarchal 

and authoritarian with the eldest male being the head. 

How far has the social organization helped in the 

adaptation of the Tibetans to the local milieu ? Palakshappa 

argues that Tibetans at r~ndgod represent the case of 'progressive 

adjustment~ •. According to him , economically the Tibetans have 

made their settlement a success. Though new to agriculture they 

quickly learned the techniques of growing jowar and rice with the 

help of the cooperative society. 
1:_\.A./.-

They ~now able to produce a surplus 

which they sell in the local market. SJme of them have even taken 

to subsi~ary occupations such as carpet weaving and sweater making, 

which they sell in the bigger towns and cities of Karnataka. 

They have become so prosperous that many have been able to re-build 

their dwellings with better material. Many have also acquired 

consumer durable goods like transistors , watches, colourful clothes 

and tre like. 

8. Ibid.· pp 111-112. 
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This economic prosperity of the ~betans was ho~vever, 

not easy. In the initial stages there was considerable hostility 

between tbe local inhabitants and the ~betans. The former felt 

that their land is being given away to outsiders. However, 

(\, gradually a~ relationship developed between the local 
~---

inhabitants and the Tibetans. This was possible because the 

government also gave land to the landless among the local Indians. 

FUrther, the Indians found agricultural iWrk in busy seasons on the 

Tibetan land whereas formerly they had no work. The Tibetan 

settlement also gave a boost to tbe demand for milk and butter 

(which they consume in large quantities) , fish, meat and vegetables 

apart from other daily provisions. In the beginning the Tibetans 

being illiterate and not k.nmdng language used to get cheated 

by the local traders. But noi·f they have been able to overcome 

these deficiencies and 1~ve even become skillful traders. 

This economic prosperity of the Tibetan is no small 

measure to their co opera t;i.ve spirit. Their cooperative society 

bas procured funds, machinery and technicians to help the 

settlers. Their communal organisation also acted as a buffer 

vis-a-vis the resident Indians of the area and have protected 

the illiterate settlers from being exploited by the local 

money-lenders and traders. The communal organisation has been 

so purposeful that now the individual Tibetans can carry on trade 
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independently with local Indians • 

.EPonomic prosperity has brought about several changes 

among the Tibetans. Of these the princip~ change is the creation 

of the generation gap. The younger generation of Tibetan, many 

of whom have had education and have become independent have adopte& 
. 

an Indian style of life. They dress in shirts and trousers and 

" have discarded the .tradi tioml Tibetan dress lvhich is cumbersome 

and heavy in the warmer climate of ~lundgod. They also have changed 

their dietary habits and prefer Indian food for the traditional 

Tibetan diet. They have also become independent of their parents 

in matter of the choice of a spouse. They also look down upon 

what they regard as unclean habits of their parents and older 

member of the family. This has seriously eroded the traditional 

authority of the elders among the Tibetans. 

APart from the incipient generation conflict, the 

Tibetan social structure is also witnessing changes along class lines. 

AmOng the lT!betans class distinctions are beginning to show in 

the families. The economically more successful families have taken 

land on lease from the Indians as well and display consumer durable 

items such as cars, transistors and the like and have a more 

•modern' style of life than the others. Rank of families is 

beginning to be evaluated on the basis of class now9 • 

9. Ibid. PP• 82-95 
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Then do all these changes convey the disintegration mf the 

Tibetan identity and assiiililation into the host society ? The 

answ·er that one can derive from Palakshappa's study is in the 

negative. Despite the cooperation of the local Indians in tre 

economic sphere, the Tibetans are not employed easily by the local 

Indians who feel they do not know them sufficiently. In the 

cultural sphere there are still differences in values and believes 

which keep the Tibetan apart. The Tibetan on their part cannot 

comprehend the caste system prevalent amongst the Indians. 

They also cannot understand the Indian's attitude towards animals. 

If a snake is found in the field the Indians kill it whereas 

the Tibetan would prefer to take it unharmed and leave it in a distant 

place. Similarly, the Indians do not appreciate the purity-pollution 

ideas of the the Tibetans and regard them as filthy. Added to this, 

the schools run by the cooperative society do not teach Kannada 

the local language nor do they encourage the Tibetan educated youth 

to join colleges in India. Another contributing factor has been 

the impression in the minds of the local Indians that the Tibetans 

will be going back home one day leaving the land for than. Thus, 

it can be said that the changes that have come about have not 

eroded the Tibetan identity although many of the distinctive aspect 

f . b t lt . . 10 o T~ e an cu ure are gJ. v~ng way. 

10. Ibid. PP• 101-105. 
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It may be pointed out that the process of adaptation 

delineated above may relate only to those who have been 

permanently settled whereas lb.&ny of them have sought a livelihood 

independently outside the settlement. Unfortunately, there is 

no study available on the 'l!i.betans living outside the settlement. 

But if the newspaper reports such as that of Jamuna Rao l.s a....rw 

indication, the ']!i.betans outside the camp have also successfully 

adapted themselves from Jamuna Rao's reporting on ~, a Tibetan 

who sells woolen garments in Bangalore it is clear that she has 

voluntarily left her camp in a settlement colony near Hunsur 

in Karnataka. She prefers to call herself a Ifepali in order to 

evade officials scrutiny. Her family still retains the house 

allotted to them in the colony although they reside their for 

only two or three months in the year. In the remaining they are 

on the move selling sweaters bought whol~al~Yf~dhiana as 

Chinese or Japanese sweaters"to the gullible buyers. She also 

sells smuggled items for the discerning buyers. To buy woolen 

goods wholesale three or four friendly families pool in capital 

worth rupees ten thousand to fifteen thousand and buy the goods 

once a year either in Ludhiana or in Bombay. This reflects 

the strength of community ties even among the 'l!i.betans outside 

the settlements. In fact, ASha prefers to stay outside the 

settlement and avoids officials lest they transfer them backr 
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1 1 
to the settlement • From a few stray remarks that Jamuna Rao 

makes on Asha it is quite clear that polyg~ is still prevalent 

among the Tibetans. They still form an endogamous group 

maintaining their separate identity in terms of clothes, language 

and style of life. 

The other journalistic reports available memtion of the 

~beta~taking to hoteliering, circus, selling himalayan 

~ h4rbs • some mention that the ~betan settlement have even become 

red-light areas. From these reports on those who have not been 

officially rehabilitated it is clear that ~betans continue to 

remain aloof and preserve their identity although they come 

in c~oser economic contact with the local Indians
12

• 

~us, although the Tibetans have displayed remarkable 

capacity to adjust themselves to the host country and remain 

self-sufficient economically, this adjustment process does not 

seem to have eroded the 1~betan community feeling. However, 

the generation gap that is witnessed in the Tibetan community 

to-day has provided much cause of concern for the older generation 

of Tibetans who fear an erosion of Tibetan culture and values 

due to the impact of Indianisation and Westernization among the 

young. The following interview by Ghanshyam Pardesi with 

11. Deccan Herald, June 21, 1978. 

12. Youth Times, June 9,-22, 1978, A Times of India Publication. 



Dawa T· Norbu , former editor of ·~betan Reviewa a journal 

published by tre Dalai Lama headquarters highlights many of 
13 

these fears • 

Q. According to you what are the outstanding problems which 

the exiles are facing in the field of relief resettlement and 

culture etc • 

.Ana. I think the outstanding problem facing the exile in the 

field of relief and resettlement is the lack of rapport between 

the foreign agencies and the 'J!i.betans. This means firstly wmt 

type of settlement - agricultural or industrial would be most 

sui table to the Tibetans in view of their peculiar background. 

Secondly, Tibetan suggestions and requirements were not very much 

respected and so a lot of funds were wasted on projects which 

later on turned out to be unsuitable for them. Now the relief 

wprkers have found practical and suitable ideas and plans for 

proper rehabilitation but now the funds are drying up. 1~e cultural 

estrangement is most actually felt by the youth. The plder 

'J!i.betans with strong Buddhist background have been resilient though 

they feel out of place and even out of the country. The youth 

have been most susceptible to westernization and indiani za tion. 

13. Pardesi Ghanshyam ; "Tibetaner in EX:il" - Die Poli tische 
Rolle der EXiltibetaner seit der tibetischen 
Volkserhebung Von 1959. Maximilians
Universitat, Munchen, 1973. 



The best of them find themselves living in two worlds. 

Qt Are enough efforts being made to preserve and further 

the Tibetan culture (way tof life) by those responsible for 

such matters at Dharmsala and in the camps, in order to surviva 

the crisis. (forced to leave the country) 1ihich may last for an 

indefinite period? 

AUS• The T.i be tan Camps and schools and even groups of 

students sent abroad are organised in such a liay so that 

'Jibetan culture would be preserved. It may not be possible to 

preserve the Tibetan way of life as such but the Tibetan leaders, 

specially the .JB.lai Lama are most been to preserve the essential 

Tibetan values. I feel, this is the practical solution, there is 

no point in creating an artificial Tibetan way of life amidst in 

overwhelmingly diffarent environment~ 

Q• DO the provincial, cultural and sectarian differences 

(every country has them) among the refugees manifest themselves 

in such a way so as to cause disunity in an essentially identical 

national group ? 

Are these differences respected by Dharmsala or are these 

groups simply ignored ? What would you say ? It is the impression 

that all groups of refugees from any part of Tiiet and l:e longing 

to any sect are Tibetans, they all respect the Dalai Lama's spiritual 

authority, they all entertain some sort of loose national feeling 



and they all want independence of their country, city, town 

and village from the foreign occupation ? 

Ans• Provincialism and sectarianism to ·exist but they do not 

take precedence over nationalism. Some of the western Buddhist 

converts have created a sectarian consciousness among the 

refugees which did not exist in Tibet among t:te lay followers. 

Qe How would you put the Tibetan aspirations regarding the 

independence in the context of tm present reality ? 

.Ajls. In the context of the existing reality, it seems rather 

difficult to comment on the Tibetan aspirations for indepenience. 

A/3 far as Tibetans are concerned, they would accept nothing short 

of iudependence. However, it might be possible to have a dialogue 

with China especially considering the present international detant 

mood. 

Q• Any comments about the administration in exile which you 

may like to make 2 

.AAs. Tibetan administration in exile is r,4ther unequipped to 

meet the new situation. The Tibetan people as a whole are passing 

througlll a most critical period Transition from old to new. I>iost 

Tibetans hope to retain whatever good values existing in Tibetan 

way of life and to absorb good values from the outside world. In 

this respect the mixture of old and young Tibetans TrTith modern 

education which constitutes the administration is helpful. But the 
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danger seems to be that young Tibetans with better brains and 

talents would drift away for better prospects, and mostly mediocres 

with neither decent Tibetan education nor modern education remain. 

From the above interview it is clear that ins pi te of the 

efforts of th:l Tibetan autrori ties to preserve the essential Tibetan 

culture, there is a fear that better educated youth would become 

individualistic and drift away into the Indian soai. ety loosing all 

the Tibetan moorings. Nr Jforbu however recognises that although 

some provincialism and sectarianism has arept in amongst the 

refugees, on the whole the Tibetan nationalism has held them 

together as a community so far and has not yet given way to the process 

of assimilation with the host socie-cy. 

What is the basis of this 'nationalism' ? According to 

a summary of a research report by Claes corlin published in Bangkok 

Post (1976)1t this nationalism among the Tibetan exiles has been 

forged by religion. This in turn elevated the spiritual position 

of t:te Dalai Lama who became the symbol of collective identification. 

Therefore the Dalai Lama and his administration became the main 

link with the past. The Dalai Lama's authorizy according to corlin 

has made the Tibetans accept innovations so long as they have been 

14. New light on the role of Tibet's Dalai Lama, 
Bangkok Post (Bangkok) 28th May, 1976. 



blessed by the Dalai Lama. The Tibetan refugee administration 

have therefore been able to succeed in its aim of preserving 

Tibetan identity and in nurturing hopes of return to Tibet 

through the spiritual authority of the Dalai Lama. 

But, the above facts however do not make I•1r Dawa Norbu •s 

fears unfounded. The recent developments among the Tibetan youth 

1.% anything confirms his fears further. Recently a body kno\n 

as the Tibetan Youth congress has been formed by some of the 

educated Tibetan youth. This organisation is attempting to arouse 

the political consciousness of the Tibetan refugees. According 

to its leaders, the reports emanating from journalists and authors 

visiting Lhasa and other areas of Tibet as well as a B.B.e. team's 

documentary film on the present day Tibet by Felix Greene, sho\vS 

that 1ibet has entered the modern age. Hence they are advocating 

the idea of going back to Tibet. Even if the Chinese ill treat 

them, they argue that it is better to die fighting for freedom 

inside Tibet rather tJ1an to just sit, eat, pray and sleep. They 

are becoming critical of the Dalai Lama and his administration in 

India. They comment on the •unhappy traits' of the Dalai Lama's 

headquarters such as the exeessive bureaucratisation and the 

proli~eration of offices, committees and sub-committees. They 

feel that the Dalai Lama is only a religious head and not a 

l •t• l 15 po l. l.Ca one • 

15. Dalai Lama facing challenge from youth, sunday Standard ( D3lhi) 
18th Sept., 1977. 
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The heightened political consciousness of the Tibetan 

youth is also reflected in the increasing frequency of 

demonstrations in front of the Chinese Embassy in Delhi. The 

Tibetan Youth Congress recently issued a warning to the Indian 

government to resist from any move to negotiate with china 

iver the land that belongs to the Tibetans1 ~ 

The increasing political consciousness of the Tibetan 

youth has forced the Dalai Lama also to differentiate'between 

religion and politics. In a recent interview for Asia world 

he even expressed his willingness to accept a communist system of 

government provided the freedom of religion is left to the 

individual. He also has been trying to rally Tibetans more in the 

name of Tibetan nationalism rather than in the name of Tibetan 

religion. He goes on to state that the reports of foreign 

journalists are not accurate because their tours and itinerary 

were conducted by the Chinese authorities and their interpreters 

were selected by them. He states that even the Tibetan communists 

residing in Tibet are unhappy vii th the Chinese domination. For 

The Dalai Lama, there exist common grounds between Mahayana BUddhism 

and the original Marxism. 

1t6, "The Tibetan QUestion" in A@ia World, ,Allgust 21 , 1978, 
Post-Meridian publishing co. Ltd. Calcutta. 
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Thus, it appears that the religious basis of their communal 

identity is slowly giving way to the political notion of Tibetan 

nationalism. This has come about in no small measure due to 

westernization and Indianization process being witnessed among the 

Tibetan youth in India. All this supports the Eisenstadt •s view 

that "the culture of an immigrant community is not simply a 

carry-over of its tradi tio:o.al culture, but the result of interactions 

between this and the receiving societies" (quoted in Bangkok Post 

1976, op.cit). That this has occured in spite of the 1ibetan 

administration's effort to preserve their culture reinforces 

Eisenstadt's position. 

CONCLUSION 

In the concluding section now we shall undertake a 

comparison of the three dominant refugee groups in India in the 

process of their adaptation to the lobal~milieu. Of these three 

by all accounts the PUnjabi refu~es have been most successful 

in adaptation, so much so that they have been 'COmpletely absorbed 

by the host society. Far from posing a 'problem' to the host 

society they have contributed to the economic development of the 

host society. Keller regards this mainly due to the finances 

and land that were available to the Punjabi refugees, which created a 

feeling of invulnerability in them. 

While this may be accepted, it should also be pointed out that 



Keller's case studies of the refugees also brings out tb.Eii.r 

individuality, Although they relied on kin ties in India 

immediate]¥ after they crossed over from Pald.stan~uickly 

parted company of their hosts and were prepared to venture out on 

their own. They ilere also more willing to spread themselves out in 

the country. In contrast the Bengali refugees were less indi viduali-

stic and more culture bound. 'lhe studies of Pakrasi, and 

newspaper reports on those settled in the Dandakarnya project 

bring out their anxiety to go back to their • sonar Bangla•. Their 

kin ties also were strengthened instead of weakni.ng in the new 

environment. Yet they continue to pose a 'problem• to tbe host 
.. 

society. It is true, as Keller states that the resources and 

land that was gi. ven to them were meagre as compared to the Punjabi 

refugees. But even the rescurces that were available to them ccnld 

not be used by them effectively because, unlike the Tibetans , they 

did not possess a communi. ty organization to prote•t their interests1 

With the result ma~ of them who were illiterate peasants became~~ 

Victims of unscruplous politicians, money-lenders, traders and 

government officials. According to the recent newspaper reports 

available from the SUnderbans area of West Bengal to which place 

they had marched from the Dandakarn.ya project area, they have been 

treated with considerable hostility from the host society and there 

bave ocoured several clashes between the refugees and the local 

villagers. ~ this gees to prove that lack of an effective 
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community organization in tbe traditional Bengali social 

structure similar to that of Tibetans has further exacerbated 

the plight of the Bengali refugees. It is also probable that 

had an effective communi. ty organization existed among the 

Bengalis they could have secured more grants and a better 

treatment from the Indian government as well as from other 

international agencies. We can therefore conclude that 

traditional social structures contain elements which are often 

pecaliarly~~ s~ited to cope with crises which may:even threaten 

-· the very .roots of the traditional society. 

Comparison of the Bengali refugees nth the Tibetan refugees 

cannot however be stretched too far. In the first place, the 

Tibetan refugee stream is just a trickle in comparison to the 

Bengali refugees. In the second place the world wide Sl'lllpathy 

and attention that the Tibeta.DS received enabled them to get 

substantiU aid from several governments and international agencies 

apart from the Indian government. Yet, inspite of all this, t~ 

role of the Dalai Lama's administration sanctified by his 

unquestioned spiritual power went a long w~ in protecting the 

interests of Tibetan refugees in India. Hence we can 

conclude that apart from the financial support from various 

agencies, the social structure and culture of the refugees before 

they migrated is also important in the successful adaptation of 

refugees in the host society. The latter becomes more important 



the more vulnerable the refugees are in terms of their 

education and skills • 

.AUother, important conclusion that we can draw 
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is that t~ interaction between the refugees and the host 

society is likely to change considerably the culture of tre 

refugees, especially in those aspects of living which do 

not clash directly with their religious beliefs and core values. 

we have to view adaptation as a continuous process rather than 

an once-and-for-all change. 
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The following breakdown of population of 11betans in exile 
has been kindly furnished by the information and publicity 
office of His Holiness the Dalai Lama, Dbarmsala. It is 
believed that the number is much more, than that officially 
recorded as many are untraceable for various reasons: 

Place 

Dharmsala 

MYsore (Karnataka) 

Mainpat 

Chandragiri, Orissa 

~unachal Pradesh 

Bhandra, Maharashtra 

Ladakh 

Darjeeling area 

Kalimpong 

De hra Dun and Mussorie 

KUlu 

Simla Hills 

Bir area 

Dalhousie 

Qalcutta, Bombay and 
Bangalore 

:oe lhi and Chandigarh 

Gaya and varanasi 

Sikkim 

TOTAL 

: 
. • . . 
. • 
• • . . 
: 

: 
. • 

area: 
. . 
: 
. . 
. . 
. • 

. • . . 

. • 

Number 

3,591 
17,077 

1,347 
3,690 

6,247 
1,109 

4,177 

4,175 
1,973 

11,369 
2,060 

3,140 
2,436 
1,144 

415 

1, 580 

542 
2,406 

68t]'48 

Note: T.Qe above figures relate to the estimated population 
of Tibetan refugees until, 1976. 
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TOTAL NUMBER CF REFUGEES REBABILITATED 

Year TOtal - Number of arrival Actual number of Rehabili-
tated or settled. 

1959-•60 . 14,000 . 
1960-'61 . 11,000 • 
1961- 162 • 8,000 • 
1963-'64 . 4,000 . 
1964- 1 65 . 8,000 • 
1966- 1 67 • 5,500 . 
1968-•69 . 5,500 14,900 • 
1969- 170 . 9,000 . 
1970-•71 . 2,300 . 
1971-•72 . 3,700 • 
1972-•73 . 2,500 . 
1973-'74 1,70o 

1974-'75 . 8,000 . 
1975-'76 . 4,000 . 

TOTAL . 56,000 tfJS",~OO . 

source: Drawn upon the basis of ~nual reports on 
refugees published by Govt. of India, Ministry of 
Rehabilitation, New Delhi. 
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. zv·sore 

Cbandragiri 

Hainp~t 

Mahendragarh 

Small groups 

Road workers 

: 

: 

: 

: 

: 
. • 

Dbarmsal a, monks. 
and administra- • 
tive personnels 

scattered in : 
big towns 

various handicraft: 
centres 

Old-age people 

Children in : 
school 

Recruited by the: 
Indian Army 
Sikkim : 
Bhutan : 

a. 1\:>tal : 

settled 

12,839 

3,000 

1,340 

1 ,ooo 

2,000 

3,ooo 

2,000 

8,000 

7,000 

1 ,ooo 

41,179 

('fo. '3 --
TIBETANS IN EXILE - Estimated NUmber 

INDIA, SIKKlM AND BHUTAN 

in process of 
settling 

3,600 

-

5,000 

1,000 

500 

4,000 
3,000 

10,100 

in bad conditions 

10,000 

500 

1 ,ooo 

-
11,500 

1,t) ta 1 Number 

16,139 

;,ooo 
1 ,340 

1,000 

1 o, 000 

2,000 

9,500 

2,500 

1,000 

8,000 

7,000 

69,479 

source: aanshyam Pardesi "~betans in Eltile" (unpublished, op.ci t.) 
Note: The blank coloumn regarding road workers indicates that - they have not been acco~ted for. 
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turing the past 17 years some }9,319 Tibetans have been 
rehabilitated in the following settlements: 

1 ) KARNATAKA 

a) Bylakuppe . 4,762 • 
b) Mundgod . 5,321 . 
c) Old People • s Home • 553 • 
d) cauvery Valley . 2,912 • 
e) Kolle gal . 2,899 • 
f) Hansur . 2,468 . 

2) MAHMASHTRA 

Bhandra . 793 . 
3) MADH!A PRADESH 

Mainpat . 1,449 • 

4) ORISSA 

Chandragi.ri . 2,691 • 

5. ARUNACHAL PRADESH 

a) 'D!ZU . 1,252 • 
b) Miao • 1,072 • 
c) Bomdilla . 860 • 

6. UTTAR PRADESH 

a) Clement own . 900 • 
'--· 

b) Raj pur women • s . 181 • 
centre 

c) Lings tang . 197 • 
d) Habarpur . 107 . 



h- '-.1 6 IV()- 1 o -
7) HIMACHAL PRADESH 

a) Dalhousie Handicraft Centre :il 167 
b) Simla-Sanjoting • 118 • 
c) Simla Handicraft centre . 154 . 
d) Simla DOlange . 338 • 
e) T IRS-Tasbijong . 325 . 
f) Bir, Dege ii:i.r . 760 • 

i) " Bir, Nungjen Dir • 598 • 
h) Bir, 11 be tan Society . 510 • 
i) Sakbya Puruwala . 445 . 
j) Poanda . 450 • 
k) Sataon . 520 • 
l) R\lmrao . 578 . 

8) WEST BENGAL 

a) narjeeling Handicraft centre . 601 . 
b) son ada . 253 • 

9. JAMMU & KABHMIR 

a) Ladakh, Leh :2,085 
b) Bhutan :3,000 

G. TOTAL . 39,319 • 
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There are still about 12,000 Tibetan refugees not yet 

rehabilitated, as follows:-

Jhongthang (Ladakh) Some, 2,172 nomad refugees are liVing 

in this remote border area. A scheme for the settlement of 
. 

1,000 is under consideration. The people are scattered in 

about 1$ different places nad have to be settled somewhere 

in Ladakh. A settlement scheme for another 2,000 has already 

been set up in Leh (there being about 4,000 refugees altogether 

in Ladakh) 

Sikkim: There are 3,444 Tibetan refugees out of which 

2,500 still need to be rehabilitated. The government pOlicy 

is to settle them in Sikkim itself, although some were sent to 

Kallegal previously. Many have been working on the roads until 

now and about 760 were ~n a tea-estate working as labourers and it 

is hoped to get land and resettle them nearby. 

Arunachal Pradesh : This is another remote and difficult 

area where 1,205 refugees in TUting and 27 in Manjubar need to be 

resettled. 

Simla . • (H.P) A large number of Tibetans are still working 

on the roads, or as labourers and living in very poor condi tiona, 

around 1 , 1 20. 

Kulu: Road workers awaiting resettlement, 947 



Dharmsala : Elderly people, labourers and those in a temporary 

camp above Tej awaiting resettlement. 

Mandi . 655 • 

Kalimpong . 275 • 

Darjeeling . 155 • 

Okhlabari . J73 . 
{Dar jeeling~ 

Dehra Dan . 197 . 
Delhi Camp . 810 • 

- south India . 762 . 
(In settlements: 572 
but without 
land and housing) 

Orissa . 248 • 

a. TOtal :12,018 

The Rome Office of His Highness Dalai Lama is currently 
negotiating with the Govt. of India for the resettlement 
of these refugees. 

source: Tibetan Review, December, 1976 
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GEOGRAPHICAL AND OCCUPATIONAL DISTRIBUTION OF TI9BTANS IN EXILE 

Place Agriculture Handicrafts Industries students Monks Business Old and Labourers, 
and and and Retired Housewives Total 

Teachers Nuns office etc. 
( 1 ) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) (9) (1 0) 

1. Dharamsala, g.,p . 112 1200. 147 1772 60 200 3591 • 
2. MYsore,Karnataka . 12127 50 1800 2062 250 548 240 17077 • 

3. Mainpat,. M.P . . 957 310 80 1347 • 
4~ Chandragiri,Orissa ; 2662 445 241 - 342 3698 
5. Arunachal Pradesh 3094 395 97 677 1984 6247 
6. Bhandra, Maharash- . 903 106 70 30 1109 • 

tra 
7. Ladakh 2162 315 200 1500 4177 
a. tarjeeling A;t'ea 194 564 1 t>84 401 1900 100 232 4475 
g. K.alimpong • - 285 99 1386 50 153 1973 • 

10. Dehradun and . 515 84 389 1591 240 1550 7000 11369 • .., 
Mussoorie 

11. Kulu Valley : 240 112 300 1408 2060 
12 .. Simla Hilla . • - 151 907 377 209 1190 306 3140 
13. Bir Area • 1305 840 100 191 2436 • 
14. Dal-Jousie, H•P• . 464 354 46 250 1114 • 
15. Calcutta, Bombay &. 100 315 415 

Bangalore • 

16. Delhi and Chandi- . 80 1500 1580 • 
garh 

17. Gaya & varanasi . 6 116 420 542 • 
18. Sikkim . 588 506 202 100 1010 2406 • 

G. Total . 24507 2365 1296 9294 4166 11560 758 15355 66748 • 
j 

source: Information and Publicity office of His Holiness the Lalai Lama, 1976 in "Tibet Under Chines_e 
' Communist Rule"-a compilation of Refugee Statements 1958-1975. 

Note:- The figures for refuge~s outside 
India has not been inc~uded in this table from the source. 
The grant total in agrl:cul ture comes all most the same as us shown in G:>vt. •s annual reports 

on Table no. 6, 
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AGRICULTURAL LAND SETTLEMENTS OF TIBETANS IN EXILE 

Place 1963-64 1964-65 1967-68 1968-69 1969-70 1970-71 1971-72 1972-73 1973-74 1974-75 TO!DI.L 
( 1 ) (2) {3) (4) {5) {6) {7) (8) (9) (1 0) (11 ) 

1. Bylakup)e . 3000 ... 257 425 23 3705 • 
(My sore 

2.· Nepha . 2000 2020 ..,. 4020 . 
(Tirap & ( Tezu &: 
Lobi t Frontier) Changlang) 

3· Mainpat, M.P • '[;00 1600 2300 • 

4. Chandragiri, : 700 3000 .;.. 3700 
Orissa (including · 

Mahendragarh) 

5· Mundgod, 800 2000 330 520 125 223 3998 
)zy'sore 

6. G.& very . 1160 625 815 170 1080 31350 • 
Valley 
settlement 

7• r=ndra : - 901 901 
Naharashtra) 

a. Kollegal{Karna-t - 1524 1524 
taka) 

9· GO thangaon : 800 8000 
(Maharashtra) 

v 

G. f<>tal :~=,;===~~!28= 
smurce: Drawn upon the basis of, ~nual GOvernment Beports published 

by the Ministry of Rehabilitation, New Delhi. 1959-60-;to1975-t76 
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APPENDIX 

The following is the description of annual reports published 

by the Qovt. of India and has been explained into two main sections 

i.e.Eoonomic settlements which includes agriculture and industrial 

settlements and the second is social adjustment. In economic 

adjustment, we shall first take up settlements of Tibetan refugees 

in agriculture. 

TO start with the year 1959-60, when the Tibetan refugees 

came to India along with the Dalai Lama, nothing can be said definite!~ 

since the annual report is incomplete in all respects. The same 

is true about the next three years i.e. till 1961-62. However, the 

196~-64 report says that around ~,000 have already been settled 

on land at ~lakuppa in Mysore district and 2,000 are in the process 

of settlement in the NEFA· FUrther, it says that two more agricultural 
w 

settlements have recently been started: one in Mdnipat plateau in 

the Sarguja district of Mad~a Pradesh, and the other at Chandragiri 

in the Ganjam district of Orissa. 700 refugees have already arrived 

in each of these settlements and have started cultivating the 

land allotted to them. Each of these settlements will ultimate~ 

absorb 2,500 refugees. 

The 1964-65 report says that it has been decided to 

rehabilitate 12,000 refugees in five land settlements comprising 

an area ~f about 10,000 acres of land. ~000 have been settled in the 
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settlement at Bylakuppe in Mysore district, which is now nearing 

completion. About 2,000 refugees have been settled in the lower 

areas of-rrrap and Lohi t Frontier divisions of the North- East 

Frontier ~ncy. ~other 2,500 are being settled at Cbandragiri 
• 

in Orissa, and 2, 000 at ~pat' in Madhya Pradesh. Work on 

reclamation of land in these settlements is in progress. 

The refugees in these five settlements have been ,given 

accommodation and land along with bullocks, agricultural implements, 

seeds and fertilizers, facilities have also been provided to these 

r'efugees to enable them to supplement their income from agricul tu:re 

by raising poultry and pigs and opening dairies. 

Tbe 1966- 167 report says that the work has started on a 

scheme for the settlement of about 5,000 refugees at Mundgod in the 

Belgaum division of Mysore state. The 1967-•68 report does not 

say much except that around 14,000 have been settled in six land 

settlements already explained. 

The 1968-'69 report says that so far 14,000 Tibetan 

refugees have been settled on agricultural settlements established 

at Bylakuppe in Mysore state, Chandragiri and Mahendragarh in Orissa 
• 

state, MJn: pat in M.P. and Tezu and Chans\ng in NEFA· The agricultural 

colony which was established in 1967 at Mundgod in Mysore state 

is making progress; it will eventual!~ absorb 4000 Tibetan refugees. 

2,500 are already in the settlement and it is expected to be 

self supporting by the em of 1970. 
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The 1969- 170 report explains the position regarding 

agricultural settlements in each state i.e. in MYsore state at 

Bylakuppe, 3,257 acres of land. The project has been completed and 

the settlement has become self supporting. Each family of five 

members have been provided with a house, five acres of cultivable 

land and small plot for a kitchen garden. In Mundgod settlement, 

1,400 acres of reclaimed land have been put under cultivation. 

Another 500 acres are likely to be reclaimed by the end of 1969-'70. 

A special feature of the project is the construction of the Baicha~ 

dam near the settlement, which will help irrigate about 3,000 acres 

of land in the Tibetan settlement as well as nearly 1,000 acres of 

land by the local people. This is expected to be ~plated 

by March, 1972. In the cauvery valley settlement, the project 

covers 4,000 acres of land for the resettlement of 4,000 '1.1betan 

refugees. The first batch of 460 was moved to the e;i te in January, 

1969. a;, far another 700 refugees have been moved to settlement. 

It is proposed to move 500 more refugees to the settlement by the 

middle of 1970. 700 refugees have been provided with permanent 

houses and the remaiuing have been accommodated in a transit camp. 

Reclamation operations in an area of 1,800 acres of forest land 

released by the state g<11ernment are .in progress. 

In Madhya Pradesh, at Mainpat settlement, 303 families of 

'1.1betan re~ugees were sent for permanent settlement in an area of 

2,000 acres. 201 families were expected to be settled in agricul•ure· 

In NEFA at Te~ and Changlang settlement, 2,020 refugees have been 
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settled. Alere each family of five members has been allotted 

a house with five acres of land for cultivation and a small 

homestead plot for growing vegetables. In Orissa at Chandragiri 

and Mahendragarh settlements, about. 3000 Tibetan refugees 

have been settled in the two settlements. 

The 197o- •71 report it explains· that in Bylakuppe, 

3682 refugees have been settled on 3,500 acres of land and 

agricultural operations in the settlement have been mechanised to a 

large extent. In Mundgod settlement, so.1far 3,500 acres of land 

have been reclaimed. 3,650 refugees have since been moved to the 

settlement for rehabilitation. In the Cauvery valley settlement, 

so far, 1805 acres of land have been released by the State Government 

of Karnataka out of which 1,600 acres of land have been reclaimed. 

1785 refugees have been moved to the settlement, of these, 1280 

have been provided with permanent accommodation. In M.P at -~npat 

settlement, out of 297 families 241 families are being settled on 

agriculture. In NEFA, around 2020 refugees have been settled at 

tezu and Changla~and each family of five members has been 

allotted a house with five acres of land for cultivation.~"' 

Sikkim, 98 refugee families have been settled in the Kewzing, 

Tea Estate in Sikkim. In order to make these families self supporting 

a scheme for providing agricultural implements, vegetable seeds, 

milch cows, poultry birds, chicken coops, cattle sheds etc. was 

sanctioned on 9th June, 1970, 
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The 1971-'72 report records the further increase of only 
-

23 persons thus raising its total to 3,705 refugees in Bylakuppe 

on 3,500 acres of land. In Mundgod settlement, the rehabilitation 

of 800 refugee families on 4,000 acres of land has been established 

at a distance of 3 miles from Mundgod. The entire area had been 

reclaimed by the swiss technical cooperation by the end of May, 1971. 

Nine villages have been established, Homestead lands of gOt x 60• 

have been provided for kitchen garden, horticulture and cattle sheds 

for each house. In cauvery valley settlement, out of 4,000 acres of 

land, 1805 acres have since been reelaimed and allotted to 2,600 

refugees. 

In the Bhandra district of Maharashtra, the government 

has agreed to release 2,500 acres of land for the settlement of 

4,000 refugees. ~ area of'about 460 acres of land has been 

reclaimed. 

~e 1972-'73 report says about the cauvery valley settlement, 
-

around 1,950 refugees have been resettled in the 1800 acres block 

and about 1,7GO refugees have been sent ao far to tbe 2,200 acre 

block. This project is being implemented in collaboration with 

foreign voluntary aid agencies operating through (MYrada) • In 

~zu and Changlang, the refugees have however not been fully 

settled because of the ~ow productivity of the land allotted to th~m. 

In ~dhra Pradesh, at Kalaktang, 230 reftlgee are being resettled. 
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The scheme recently sanctioned provides for land and fertilizers, 

plant protection equipment, irrigation facilities. etc. The 1973-'74 

report says that in cauvery valley settlement , 1950 refugees 

have been rehabil~tated on 1,800 acres of land at Doddaharve, and 

2,300 pn 2,200 acres at ~rupara. A few more are likely to be 

inducted in ~rupara land. The scheme of resettlement in Mavt.pat 

is in concluding stage. The total number of refugees in Maim.pat is 

about 1,600. 

The 1974-'75 report explains almost the same position of 

agricultural settlements ~ explained in earlier reports. The 

important feature regarding the Gotbangoan settlement in Maharashtra 

for the resettlement of Tibetan refugees on land irrigated by 
I 

Itiadoh canal was completed during the year. ~e report of 1975-'76 

explains almost the same position as explained in earlier reports.,n 

nutshell, the agricultural settlements are at Bylakuppe, Mundgod, 

cauvery valley and Kollegal in Karnataka; Mainpat in M.P., Chandragiri 

in Orissa; Tezu and Tensingaon near Kalaktang and in Arunachal Pradesh, 

~~ ~~~n J & K, Coathengoan in Mahara~htra;hd in Sikkim. 

Regarding the Kollegal settlement, about 2,00VTibetan 

refugees from Sikkim and H.P •. who were engaged on road works have 

already been sent to the settlement and the implementation of the 

scheme is in progress. The next batch of about 1 ,400 will be moved 

to the project for resettlement in a phased programme. In Cauvery 

valley settlement about, 4,800 refugees have already been settled on 

land at Daddaharve, GUrupara and Laximpura in Mysore district. 
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281 refugees were sent during 1975 for resettlement on land at 

Chowkur. In Mundgod settlement, about 4,300 have been rehabilitated 

on about 4,000acres of land. 239 more were sent·to the settlement 

dtring 1975• Regarding the ~ settlement, the scheme for 

the resettlement of 305 refugee families on land near leh in 

,Ladakh district of J & K which was sanctioned in 1971, is still in 

progress. In t:te Tensingaon, the two schemes sanctioned for the 

resettlement of 215 refugee families and 236 refugee monks on land 

at tensingaon in Ka.meng district of Arunachal Pradesh are making 

satisfactory progress and are likely to be completed in 1976. In 

Namchick Miao settlement, .ArUnachal Pradesh, a scheme for the 

resettlement of 286 families of refugees consisting of 1,359 persons 

has recently been samctioned. In Sikkim about 1,300 refugees have 

been settled in Sikkim mostly in agricultural schemes and tea-estates. 

Absorbtion of refugees into industries: 

Since sufficient land is not available for settimg all the 

refugees and since all of them do not possess an aptitude for agriculture, 

there was a proposal to start an industrial projcect where a few thou~nc 

Tibetan may be absorbed. The government is trying to find industrial 

avenues for Tibetan refugees. vocational training is also imparted 

to them in various trades, social welfare and nursing. The subsequent 

absorbtion of Tibetan into various types of industries in the 

following years are given as below:-

According to 196Q-61 report, a handicrafts training-cum-production 
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centre was established at .Dalhousie and employs 600 skilled ~betan 
~ . . 

refugee craftsman. 1. self-help centre consisting of about 200 refugees 

is functioning at na.rjeeling. 100 refugees have sent for t~aining 

in small-scale industries to centres at various places in India. The 

report of 1961-62 and 1963-64 does not mention the abaorbtion of 

refugees in any of the industries. 

The 1964-'65 report says that three handicraft centres, 

mainly for carpet weaving have been set up at three settlements at 

Bylakuppe, Cbandragiri and Mainpat under an agreement between 

the government of India and the SWiss .A.i.d abroad. 

~ 1966-t67 rep9rt says that the ~betan industrial 

Rehabilitation society (TIRS) set-up in 1965, has established a woolen 

mill and a tea estate in tbe Kangra district which will provide 

employment and rehabilitation for about 675 refugees. 

The 1968- 1 69 report says that the ':Ci.betan industrial 

rehabilitation societ,y proposes to settle about 4500 refugees in 

various industries suhh as a) Fiber Glass project, Paonta $3.hib, 

d) Lime stone querry, KUmrao; e) Dehydrated lime plant, sa tun. 

Around 3000 refugees have already been moved to Bir, Paonta sahib, 

Sataun and Kumrao in Himachal Pradesh. Regarding Handicrafts, 

approximately 600 refugees are working in haDiicrafts mainly 

carpet-weaving, at centres functioning at Bylaku.ppe, Chandragiri, 

Mainpat, Dalhousie, Simla, .l)a.rjeeling and Kalimpong. 

According to 1969- 170 report, in handicrafts, at present 

1040 refugees are working at seven handicraft centre~ Where '.! carpets, 
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blankets, brass wares, ~betan and Indian garments and knitted 

wear are being produced. The UNCHR has agreed to provide as. 2.98 

lakhs to meet the needs of various handicraft centres. 

The 1970.•71 report says that 12 refueees from various 

camps and settlements are being given training in heavy mechanical-cum-

-driving course in HMVD centre at Mana in M.P and 50 refugees from 

Ladakh are being given training in carpet weaving and other ~betan 

crafts in the ~betan handicraft centre at Dalhousie in H.P. 'l.be 

entire expenditure amounting to Rs. 66,250 on the training of these 

trainees is-being borne by the U.N.C.B.R The UNCHR has also 

agreed to give an aid of R$.1.50 lakhs from his programme of 1971 

for providing vocational training to refugees. Regarding the industrial 

projects, the revised employment potential of the projects is 
' 

estimated at 4,000 persons. The society has so far received an aii.d 

of about Rs•84 lakh from various foreign aid aeencies. 

The 1971-'72 report says that 1040 refugees are working at 

seven handicraft centres. The UNCHR has agreed to prOvide an aid of 

Rs.3,75,000 from its programme of 1971 for construction of accommodAtion 
• 

and working capi~. The 'libetan women •s centre, Raipur, :oehradun, (U.P) 

has been given an aid of Rs.25, 000 by the Norwegian Refugee council 

through the CRC (India) 

According to 1972-'73 report, the main handicraft centres 

where 1,040 refugees are working are given as below: 

i) ~betan refugee self help centre, Darjeeling, 

ii) Teekecholung group, KUlu, 
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iii) Tibetan women's cooperative ~sociation, Dharma ala 

iv) Qyul to centre, Dalhousie 

v) T.ibetan refugees self help centre, Simla 

vi) Tibetan handicraft centre, Dalhousie, 

vii) Tibetan handicraft centre, RajpuJe. ( u.P) 

The main feature being the establishment of inul ti-puj"pose 

societies, in which 1 ,200 refugees have also been rehabilattatted 

in the folloWing projects: 

i) Tibetan Nehru Memorial Foundation, Dehradun. 

i'i) Lama Hata Takda SOciety, Darjeeling,. 

iii) SOnada Multi-purpose society, Darjeeling, 
\ 

iv) DOlanji Settlement, Si.mla • 

• 
Regarding vocational·. training, 12 more Tibetan boys are 

now being trained in tl'e various trades in the industrial training 

centre at Mana. 7 others are receiving training in secretariaQ.. 

practices in New Delbi. 50 refugees from Ladakh were trained in 

carpet weaving and other Tibetan crafts in the 'J!ibetan handicraft 

centres at Dalhousie. 56 refugees are nDw ~nder training in the 

handicraft centres at Dharmsala, .Dalhousie, Si.mla, :Jaonta and Rajp~. 

FUrther, the Tibetan industrial rehabilitation society which was set up 

in 1965 for the rehabilitation of refugees in small scale industries 

has been able to settle 4,700 refugees in seven projects which are 



given below: 

i) Bir woolen Mill 

i i) IOlmrao Lime Qlarry 

iii) Dehydrated Lime Plant, Sataun, 

iv) Fiber glass industry, Paonta 

v) Tea,estates at Bir and Chauni:ra 

vi) Tibetan craft community at Paprola 

vii) sakya settlement, Puruwala 

10t 

The government of India also have given an aid of Rs. 2.30 lakhs 

from the ai: d received fron UNCHR for providing working capital am 

other facilities to same of-the projects. 

The 1973-'74 report does not explain much except that 

about 110 refu~es have been given vocational training in various 

trades. 

The 1974- '75 report explains that around 170 refugees 

have already been given vocational training. 

The 1975-1 76 report says that about 210 r:eibetan 

refugees have already been given vocational training in heavy 

vehicles machines, driving, carpet weaving, secretarial and commercial 

practice. 85 refug9es are now undergoi#g training in the handicraft 

centre at Changlan~ and Tensingaon (Arunachal Pradesh) respectively. 
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Social Adjustment 

How we shall take up the second major variable which 

is •social adjustment' of Tibetan refugees in India.· Ooming 

from a different background (socially, politically and culturally) 

speak:j.ng)f~om the country of their refuge, it was but difficult 

for them to adjust themselves almost to a new way of life. However, 

the government of India has tried to keep their culture intact by 

way of opening schools for the ypunger generation plus gi v.ing them 
. 

those occupations of which they were suitable for and helping 

them by way of providing so many amenities to the refugees. The 

jibet being essentially a religious state, a large number of lamas 

came to India, who could have proved a liability on the government. 

But on persuasion by their spiritual leader, the Dalai Lama, th~ 

all have been gainfully employed in such pursuits where they can pursue 

their religious practices alongwith earning. Again on-the basis 

of annual reports, ·published by government of India, we shall see 

how the various classes among ~betan refugees have adjusted 

themselves to a new way of life. 

According to 1960- 1 61 report, a camp at Buxa was opened 

specially for Lama students which accommodated 1,509 student lamas. 

All equal number of old and infirm monks are accommodated at Dalhousie. 

FUrther, a residential school which will eventuallY accommodated 

500 Tibetan refugee children has been opened at Mussoorie• 
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The 1961-•62 report says that the responsibility for 

providing educational facilities to the tibetan refugees was 

transferred to the Ministry of »iucation, and a central committee 

was set up for co-ordinating such educational activities. A 
, 

Tibetan schools society, with the representatives of the government 

of India and the Dalai Lama as members, has been formed. It has 

been entrusted with the management of the Mussoorie School. The 

new school at Simla and Darjeeling were,opened during the year. 

Al3 1963-64 report says that regarding education, residential 

schools, with a special syllabus designed to meet the needs of 

Tibetan children have been opened at Simla, Mussoorie, l)lrjeeling, 

DalhO~ie and Pancbmari. 2,000 children are receiVing education 

in these insti ti tuions. Temporary schools have also been opened 

in all the Tibetan refugee camps. 20 homes for orphan children 

have been set up at Mussoorie· Each home has 20 to 25 orphans 

who are looked after by foster parents. 

In keeping with the wishes of Dalai Lama 3,000 refugee lamas 

are provided with facilities to pursue and pr~ctice their religious 

studies in Buxa and Dalhousie. A separate home has been opened 

for the :. ;:.,: ;:.L; aged and sick refugees where they are looked after 

and their special needs are attended to other refugees w_ho are 

unemployed are provided free rations and other facilities. Various 

voluntary agencies are helping the 'Jibe tan refugees with dona t:i. ons 

both in cash and kind. The reports of 1964-65 and 1966-•67 explains 

the same thing as mentioned in earlier reports 
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The· report of 1967-'68 first time gives the sex ratiO~lQf 

~betan refugees. It says that the number of Tibetan refugees who 
I 

have taken asylum in India since 1959, rose to 56,000 of these, 

there are nearly 11,000 children, 3,000 old and infirm persons and 

2,600 lamas. It further says that nearly 5,500 Tibetan children 

are receiving education at schools run by the 'l.l.bet school· society, 

an autonomous body, under the chairmanship of the Uilion Ministry 

of Education. The society runs 7 schools at Darjeeling, Kalimpong, 

Mount Abu, Si.mlaJMussoorie, .talhousie ~nd Panchmari and day schOols 

at Bylakuppe, Tezu, Changthang, M~pat and Chandragiri. In addition, 

the ~betan Homes FOundation, set up at Kuasoorie ae a charitable 

society, manages 24 homes for Tibetan children• Nearly 380 

children of tm se homes are given a grant of :aa.50 per child by the 

Tibet school society. A children •s nursery has been established 

at Dharmsala, which is run by His Holiness the Dalai Lama, with the 

assistance of tie Government of India and the central relief 

committee. It takes care of about 700 children most of whom are 

either orphans or semi-orphans. The Institute of Higher Tibetan 

studies was inaugurated by His Hiliness the Ialai Lama at varanasi. 

The Institute would provide higher education for 1,200 lamas . 
• 

· 2,000 Lamas are being maintained at Buxa Lama ~hram in ~st Bengal 

and in I.alhousie • 
• 

The 1968-'69 report explains the same position regarding 

children's education but about Lamas it says that , 2000 Lamas 

are being maintained in Buxa {west Bengal) and Dalhousie (H.P). 
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Since the climate in Buxa is not congenial, it is proposed 

to shift these lamas from Buxa to the 1ibetan refugee settlements 

in Mysore state. Regarding the role of central relief committee, 

it has been instrumental in obtaining assistance from abrbad of 

value of Rs.95.18 lakhs. Of this Rs.50.08 la~ was in cash and 

Rt:J. 45.1 0 lakhs in the form of food, clothing, medicines, etc. 

The 1969- 1 70 report explains the position about Lamas 

in the Lama ~hram at Buxa (West Bengal) where about 1,000 lamas 

were accommodated has been closed as the climate of Buxa was not 

found sui table for them. 600 Lamas be~onging to Drepung and 

~anden monasteries have been shifted to Mundgod and the ~emaining 

Lamas belonging to sera monasteries have been moved to Bylakuppe 

settlement. A scheme for the resettlement of Lamas in agriculture 

is being implemented with the assistance of tte UNHCR· under the 

scheme the Lamas will form themselves into cooperative societies. 

They will take to agriculture including dairying, horticulture and 

other subsidiary occupations and cottage industries so as to become 

economically self-supporting. While engaging in these activities 

which will give them the means of their sustenance, the Lamas will 

also continue their studies in reltgious scriptures so as to maintain 

the richer traditions of learning of the religious order to which 

they belong in 'll.bet. 

The 1970- 171 report says that 200 acres of land at Mundgod 

and 180 acz·es of land at Bylakuppe have since been reclaimed and put 

under cultivation. The scheme reclaimed and put under cost 
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Rs. 33,60,100/- It is being implemented in collaboration 

with the UNCHR for refugees,. who: has agreed to contribute 

to the extent of RB· 15 lakhs. 
(.00 

The 1971_ '72 report says that itile· around lamas have been 

sent to Mundgod and 300 Lamas have been moved to Bylakuppe. In 

1970, the Lamas cultivated 187 acres of land and in 1971 _they could 

cultivate 300 acres of land. 

According to 1972-'73 report, about 7,000 children are 

studying in different nurseries and schools run or aided by the 

central Tibetan School Administrative Committee set up by the 

Ministry of Education and Social Welfare. The 1973-'74 

and 1974-'75 and 1975-'76 does not explain anything about children's 

number in the school or Lams positions in various camps. 

According to annual reports published by government of India, 

the Tibetan number of arrivals of 1ibetan refugees right from 

1959-•60 to 1975-•76 was to the tune of 56,000 and out of that, 

38,000 refugees have been successfully rehabili ta.ted till the 

end of 1975-•76. While there is considerable difference in 

government reports regarding the number of arrivals and rehabilitated 

and Dalai Lama's bureau's reports it has become really difficult to 

assess the real situation. 
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